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Abstract
This study used a propensity score approach to estimate treatment effects in a
multilevel setting. The propensity score approach involves the estimation of propensity
scores for covariate balancing and the estimation of treatment effects. This study aimed at
understanding how propensity scores estimated through a simple logistic regression
compare with propensity scores estimated through an optimized deep neural networks
model. The study also examined how treatment effects estimated with propensity score
weights from logistic regression compare with treatment effects estimated with
propensity score weights from deep neural networks.
Few causal studies have been conducted in a multi-level setting with
observational data, and very few studies have used deep neural networks to estimate
propensity scores. This study will shine more light on how to find causal effects in a
multilevel setting in the absence of randomized experiments. The use of deep neural
networks to estimate propensity scores appears to have some advantages compared to a
simple logistic regression. Deep neural networks are better at capturing non-linearity and
complex relationships in the data compared to logistic regression. Moreover, deep neural
networks can be optimized to automatically detect the optimal interactions and
relationship in the data, eliminating the tedious task of manually respecifying propensity
score models when covariate balance is not achieved.
ii

This study used the Educational Longitudinal Study (ELS:2002) dataset, where
participants were selected through a stratified two-stage sampling design. The
participants used for analysis in this research consisted of 10,080 students from a cohort
of high school sophomores (10th grade) through college into adult careers. For the 10,080
students, 48% were male and 52% were female. Also, 35% of the students were in the
non-treatment group and 65% were in the treatment group.
The treatment variable in this study was parental involvement, and the outcome
variable was “Standardized test composite score-math/reading”, a measure of student
achievement. A total of 200 covariates consisting of 150 student-level and 50 schoollevel covariates were used to create ten datasets for this study.
The study's findings revealed that propensity scores estimated through logistic
regression achieved a better covariate balance than propensity scores estimated through
deep neural networks. Propensity scores estimated through deep neural networks achieve
a better overlap (common support). Treatment effects estimated with propensity score
weights from deep neural networks were significantly higher, positive, and appear to be
more reasonable than treatment effects estimated with propensity score weights from
logistic regression. Treatment effects estimated with propensity score weights from
logistic regression were mostly negative and similar to treatment effects estimated
without propensity score weighting. Treatment effects estimated with propensity score
weights from deep neural networks were statistically significantly different from
treatment effects estimated without propensity score weighting.
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Literature Review
Conceptual Background
Randomized experimental designs are ideal for controlling confounding variables
and minimizing selection bias in quantitative studies. However, experimental designs are
not always practical, ethical, desirable, feasible, or cost-effective. When there are
essential causal questions to address when randomized experiments are not attainable or
desirable, researchers rely on data from observational (non-experimental or quasiexperimental) studies to estimate treatment effects. Treatment effects obtained from
observational data could be biased by confounders that influence the treatment and
outcome (Schafer & Kang, 2008). Randomization in well-designed experiments makes
many systematic sources of bias to be random, resulting in unbiased treatment effect
estimates.
In the absence of randomization, such as in observational studies, it is virtually
impossible in many practical circumstances to be convinced that treatment effects are
unbiased (Cochran & Rubin, 1973). Average treatment effects may be biased when
observational data is used because the treatment and non-treatment groups may not be
comparable on the covariates, resulting in selection bias (Pan & Bai, 2015). The
challenge of estimating causal effects with observational data can be formidable due to
non-random assignment to treatment conditions (Winship & Morgan, 1999).
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The issue of biased treatment effects in observational data could be solved using
propensity score methods. Propensity score analysis is a family of statistical techniques
for causal modeling in situations where randomized experiments are not feasible (Guo &
Fraiser, 2015). According to Leite (2017), propensity score methods aim at reducing bias
in treatment effect estimates obtained from observational studies or studies where
participants were not randomly assigned to treatment conditions. Propensity score
methods allow researchers to minimize overt bias in observational studies by
conditioning the covariates on the treatment (Pan & Bai, 2015). Since selection bias
could be overt, hidden, or both, reducing overt bias helps us obtain an unbiased estimate
of the average treatment effect, assuming unobserved confounders or no hidden bias do
not exist.
Propensity score analysis is used to ensure that some causal inference
assumptions are satisfied, including the ignorability of treatment, adequate common
support, and the stable unit of treatment value (SUTVA) assumptions (Winship &
Morgan, 1999). The ignorability of treatment assumption requires treatment assignment
to be independent of potential outcomes given the observed covariates (Hill, 2013).
Propensity score methods will produce unbiased treatment effects with
observational data if the strong ignorability assumption is satisfied. “Obtaining adequate
balance of covariate distributions between treated and untreated groups after matching,
stratification and weighting is evidence that strong ignorability of treatment assignment
has been achieved given the observed covariates” (Leite, 2017, p.4).
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The common support assumption requires adequate overlap between the
distributions of propensity scores of participants in the treatment and non-treatment
groups (Frey, 2018). Propensity score methods enable researchers to satisfy the common
support assumption by balancing the distributions of the covariates or propensity scores
on the treatment and non-treatment groups. The ignorability assumption and common
support assumption together constitute the strong ignorability of treatment assumption.
Estimating unbiased treatment effects under Rubin’s Causal model requires the
SUTVA assumption to be satisfied. According to this assumption, there should be no
interference between the treatment and non-treatment groups. Participants in the
treatment group should not influence the outcomes of participants in the non-treatment
group, and the same version of treatment should be administered to participants under the
same treatment condition (Hill, 2013).
In a nutshell, propensity score methods are instrumental in establishing causality
with observational data. Frey (2018) asserted that propensity scores provide a way of
accounting for variables related to selection bias, allowing researchers to create treatment
and non-treatment groups that are matched or balanced. Propensity score analysis
involves two major steps: the estimation of propensity scores for covariate balancing, and
the estimation of treatment effects. The specification of the propensity score model for
estimating propensity scores and the extent to which the assumptions of the outcome
model for treatment effect estimation are satisfied determine the degree to which bias is
reduced in treatment effects.
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Statement of the Problem
Though propensity score methods have become increasingly popular for
improving the validity of causal studies (Bai & Clark, 2019), propensity score methods
are not without issues. Propensity score analysis can be summarized into two major steps,
including propensity score estimation for each participant and average treatment effect
estimation conditioned on the propensity scores (Keller et al., 2015). This study examines
propensity score estimation and treatment effect estimation in a multilevel setting.
The methodological development of propensity score analysis has been witnessed
for a few decades; however, practical and methodological challenges persist in the use of
propensity score methods (Pan & Bai, 2015), including how to effectively implement
propensity score methods on complex data such as multilevel data. Biased estimates of
propensity scores can result in biased estimates of treatment effects as methodological
research indicates that incorrect specification of propensity score models can lead to
biased treatment estimates (Krug, 2017).
According to Leite (2017), when covariates are not balanced on the treatment and
nontreatment groups after applying propensity score weights, certain options could be
considered to proceed with the propensity score analysis. Preferred options for
proceeding with the analysis include modifying the propensity score estimation model,
completely changing the propensity score estimation method, or including covariates that
did achieve covariate balance to the outcome model. Krug (2017) said that Rosenbaum
and Rubin were the first to propose refining propensity scores by respecifying the
propensity score model to include squares and interactions. Though some authors believe
4

that the role of propensity scores estimation is to summarize high dimensional covariates
to a single score, Krug (2017) draws attention to issues of correctly specifying the
propensity score model rather than including or excluding covariates.
Logistic regression is the most used propensity score estimation method. Most
published propensity score analyses use logistic regression to estimate propensity scores
(Westreich et al., 2010). Logistic regression captures the probability of being assigned to
the treatment group given the covariates. Although logistic regression is popular,
available in most statistical software packages, and easy to implement, it is not without
shortcomings.
“The most challenging aspect associated with its use is the need for iterative
respecification of the model based on balance checking, which, with many covariates,
is tedious at best and untenable due either to exhaustion of degrees of freedom or
exhaustion of the analyst, at worst” (Keller et al., 2015, p.290).
Westreich et al. (2010) added that several statistical and classification techniques
might perform better than logistic regression in estimating probabilities. These authors
encourage researchers to explore the use of other methods for estimating propensity
scores. According to Keller et al. (2015), “Neural networks are promising for propensity
score estimation because they algorithmically deal with nonlinearities in the selection
surface, making iterative respecification unnecessary” (p.290).
A simple logistic regression that includes only the main effects of covariates
without interaction terms assumes that the relationship between the covariate and the
treatment variable is linear and additive. However, the “true” relationship between
covariates and the treatment variable is hardly known. So, ignoring the potential to
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specify interaction terms in the propensity score estimation model can result in biased
estimates of treatment effects.
Deep neural networks can automatically detect or specify interaction terms (Leite,
2017). Deep neural networks are more valuable than simple logistic regression in various
situations. Simple logistic regression is more practical when the relationship between
covariates and the treatment is linear and additive. That means deep neural networks
might give less unbiased estimates when the association between the covariates and the
treatment variable becomes more complex (Setoguchi et al., 2008).
In addition to focusing on specification issues related to propensity score models
such as logistic regression, this study involves estimating unbiased treatment effects in
multilevel settings. According to Stuart et al. (2016), little work has been done to
investigate the use of propensity scores for population treatment effect estimation with
complex survey data in a multi-level setting. Therefore, this study will add to the body of
knowledge in the literature as it focuses on using observational data in multi-level
settings and propensity score methods to estimate treatment effects.
Purpose of the Study
This study aimed to understand how propensity scores estimated through a simple
logistic regression compared with propensity scores estimated through an optimized deep
neural networks model. The study compared treatment effects estimated with propensity
score weights obtained from logistic regression and deep neural networks. Therefore, the
following research questions guided this study.

6

Research Questions
The following research question and sub-questions guided this study:
Do propensity scores estimated using simple logistic regression and propensity
scores estimated using deep neural networks result in similar treatment effect estimates?
a. How does a simple logistic regression perform compared to an optimized deep neural
networks model in estimating propensity scores for balancing the covariate
distributions of treatment and nontreatment groups for datasets with various levels of
dimensionality?
b. How do treatment effects estimated with propensity score weights from logistic
regression compare with treatment effects estimated with propensity score weights
from deep neural networks for datasets with various levels of dimensionality?
Therefore, the following hypotheses were used for this study:
a) Propensity scores estimated through deep neural networks will achieve a better
covariate balance compared to propensity scores estimated through logistic
regression.
b) Treatment effects estimated with propensity score weights from deep neural
networks will differ from treatment effects estimated with propensity score weights
from a simple logistic regression.
Significance of the Study
This study has methodological and practical implications as the study focuses on
methodological and practical issues that have not been addressed or have been
insufficiently examined in previous research. According to Leite et al. (2015), there have
7

been few methodological studies of propensity score methods for estimating treatment
effects with multilevel data where treatments are assigned at the individual level. So, this
study will add to the existing body of knowledge in literature on propensity score analysis
with multilevel data.
Su & Cortina (2009) conducted 36 Monte Carlo Simulations to examine a
combination of simple and multilevel models for estimating propensity scores and
treatment effects. These authors found that combining a multilevel propensity score
model and a multilevel outcome model for treatment effect estimation yields less bias and
more accurate estimates with multilevel data. This present study explores which
combination of propensity score model (a simple multilevel logistic regression or deep
neural networks) with a multilevel outcome model produces more robust treatment effect
estimates across various levels of dimensionality.
Leite (2017) asserted that research on data mining methods for propensity score
estimation with multilevel data is still in its initial stages. The use of deep neural
networks in this study for propensity score estimation will add to the body of knowledge
on the usage of machine learning in propensity score analysis.
Since this study used the Educational Longitudinal Study of 2002 (ELS: 2002),
the methodologies explored will help researchers and educational stakeholders
understand the effect of parental involvement on student achievement. Using national
data to study the causal relationship between parental involvement and student
achievement has practical implications for educational stakeholders. Therefore, findings
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from this study could inform school policies and guide how to incorporate parental
involvement as a strategy to improve educational outcomes.
Literature Review
The following sections in this chapter provide an overview of the causal inference
paradigm, a review of current propensity score methodology, and their applications in
multilevel settings. Propensity score models and outcome models for propensity score
analysis are also discussed.
Causality and Causal Inference
Causal inference is at the center of science and social science. Causality is the
relationship between an event causing another event (Esfeld & Harbecke, 2009), while
causal inference involves estimating the effect of a treatment, policy, or intervention on
an outcome of interest (Fé, 2020). Treatment effect estimates represent the impact of
treatment on an outcome of interest.
Social scientists consider the study of causal relations the most important
achievement. Most empirical studies in the social sciences aim to establish and
understand causal relationships between a cause and its effect (Maggetti et al., 2013)
since many essential relationships are regarded as causal in nature. Researchers’ desire to
analyze causality is motivated by potential benefits: causal relationships transcend time
and space, causal relationships provide insight into causes that can be controlled by
policy and decision-makers, and causal statements are logical and sound more rigorous
(Yang, 2010).
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Causality as a scientific concept has been an important concern for social
scientists, other professionals, and nearly all researchers (Vemuri, 2015). There is a large
and growing statistical inference on causal inference (Sobel, 2009). Researchers across
different disciplines have adopted differing methodologies for investigating causal
relationships despite shared concerns and similarities in causal questions.
Causation or causality is not without philosophical controversy. One debate that is
today as lively as ever is about the correct meaning of causal relations and the correct
concepts and facts about causality (Kistl er, 2013). The differences in vocabulary, tools,
and techniques associated with causality across different disciplines have resulted in
inconsistent terminology and incomparable results. According to Sobel (1996), the lack
of consensus about the meaning of the term causation may provide the grounds for
dispute as the meaning of causal inference may vary across researchers.
Maggetti et al. (2020) emphasized that clarifying the conceptual frameworks of
various approaches to causal analysis is the first step towards making informed decisions
on conducting causal research. It is impossible to compare and evaluate inferential
methodologies without discussing causation itself (Sobel, 2008).
Across literature (e.g., Broadbent, n.d; Brady, 2011), causal relationships share
some general properties. Maggetti et al. (2020) summarized the properties of causal
relationships and stated that all causal relationships are as follows:
● transitive: if A causes B and B causes C, then A causes C,
● non-reflexive: an event cannot cause itself,
● asymmetric: if A is the cause of B, then B is not the cause of A,
10

● directed: causes precede their effects in time,
● capable of having multiple causes: an effect can have more than one cause,
● conjunctural: an effect can be caused by a joint set of causes, none of which can
produce the effect alone.
Shadish et al. (2002) added that several factors are usually required for an effect
to occur, but all of these factors are rarely known, and it is generally not clear how these
factors relate to each other. In contrast to the asymmetric property, these authors believe
that an event can simultaneously be a cause and an effect. A causal relationship could be
a reciprocal relationship where A causes B and B causes A.
For example, the relationship between the number of hours spent studying and
test grades could be reciprocal. For example, studying for fewer hours can result in lower
test grades, and the lower grades can further discourage students and reduce the
subsequent number of hours used for studying. This type of reciprocal causal relationship
is usually used in a nonrecursive structural equation model where causation flows in both
directions at some parts of the model.
According to Marwala & Hurwitz (2017), David Hume advanced eight principles
of causation, summarized into three principles: cause and effect are associated; a cause
happens before its effect; and cause and effect are connected, meaning that when the
cause occurs, the effect must also occur. Sobel (2009) stated that Hume’s conditions for
causality consist of temporal priority, spatiotemporal contiguity, and constant
conjunction. Spatiotemporal contiguity refers to cause and effect occurring near each
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other in space and time, while constant conjunction implies that whenever the cause
occurs, the effect must also occur.
However, many writers argued that if two events occur and one event precedes
the other event, the events are associated and connected. Hume’s analysis is not enough
to establish causality because the analysis cannot distinguish a situation where one event
genuinely caused the other from a situation where the relationship between the two
events is influenced by a common factor (Sobel, 2009). Hence, one major criticism of
Hume’s conditions is that the conditions are insufficient for establishing a causal
relationship due to the lack of the “third variable” criterion for causality, which requires
that there should be no alternative explanation for the causal relationship.
Moreover, Shadish et al. (2002) highlighted the conditions for causality
formalized by the 19th-century philosopher John Stuart Mill. According to these criteria,
a causal relationship exists if the cause preceded the effect; the cause is related to the
effect, and there is no plausible alternative explanation for the effect other than the cause
being studied. This third criterion is crucial and is called nonspuriousness, meaning that
the relationship between the cause and effect is not due to a third variable. According to
(Salkind, 2007), the third criterion is the most difficult to satisfy because researchers can
never be entirely certain that all alternative explanations have been controlled.
Approaches to Causal Analysis
Since there are different notions of causation corresponding to different causal
inference approaches, researchers need to be clear on what concept of causation they are
using. Several approaches to examining causality have been discussed in literature (e.g.,
12

Sobel, 2009; Maggetti et al., 2013; Reiss, 2009); however, this section presents an
overview of three approaches to causal analysis, including the regularity, probabilistic
and counterfactual approaches. The theory of regularity emerged from Hume’s conditions
for causality. Regularity views claim that causes are followed by their effects and that
causes are connected to their effects, meaning that whenever a cause occurs, its effect
must also occur.
The probabilistic approach solves the problem of spurious relationships between a
cause and its effect. A relationship is spurious when it appears to be causal but is not. A
third variable influencing both the cause and effect or only the effect can produce a
spurious relationship between the cause and effect. The probabilistic approach conditions
the causal relationship between the cause and the effect on the covariates to obtain a nonspurious relationship between the cause and the effect (Sobel, 2009; Maggetti et al.,
2013). The probabilistic approach controls for the effect of covariates on the causal
relationship.
The probabilistic approach assumes the basic idea that causes precede their effects
and that causes are associated with their effects. The probabilistic approach is also helpful
for estimating the average effect of an independent variable on a dependent variable
(Maggetti et al., 2013). However, one of the issues with the probabilistic approach is the
problem of having few cases or too many independent variables in the probabilistic
model used to estimate the average effect of treatment.
Another approach for analyzing causation is the counterfactual approach, which
has received much attention (Paul, 2009). A counterfactual theory is based on a
13

counterfactual statement, a conditional statement with an antecedent and a consequence
(Lewis-Beck et al., 2004). The counterfactual takes the form, “if Q, then P.” A
counterfactual statement assumes that “if event A had not occurred, then event B would
not have occurred” or “if event A had occurred, then event B would have occurred.”
Counterfactual conditional statements support Hume’s claim that a causal
relationship exists between two events if one event is always followed by the occurrence
of the other event (Maggetti et al., 2013). Therefore, counterfactuals portray a notion of
dependence and necessity. That means the occurrence of the effect depends on the
occurrence of the cause. In other words, the cause is a condition that necessitates the
effect.
According to Paul (2009), many philosophers considered the counterfactual
dependence between successive and suitably distinct events to be sufficient for
establishing causation. This author pointed out that counterfactual dependence is not
necessary for causation because, given that event A causes the effect B, there are clear
cases where an effect B might still occur even if event A did not occur.
In recent statistical literature, the counterfactual approach is not concerned with
explaining the various causes of an effect or examining the pathways through which the
effect is produced. The focus of the counterfactual approach in causal inference is to infer
the effect of a particular causal variable (Sobel, 2009). Though the counterfactual
approach has been criticized for being a thought experiment and having practical
difficulties, it is the foundation of the potential outcome framework for causal analyses,
given some assumptions are satisfied, as will be subsequently discussed.
14

Rubin’s Causal Model
The lack of well-formulated causal models is one of the fundamental problems in
social science research (Rubin, 1974). According to Holland (1986), Rubin was the first
to formalize and apply a counterfactual model that is complex enough to capture the basic
intuition of cause and effect relations. Other names have been used for this model in
literature, including potential outcomes framework and counterfactual framework (Leite,
2017). The model is also called the Neyman-Rubin counterfactual framework of causality
because researchers in statistics generally attribute credit for developing the
counterfactual framework to Neyman and Rubin (Guo & Fraser, 2010).
In Li et al. (2014), Rubin said in an interview that he was already thinking about
the concept of potential outcomes when he was doing his Ph.D. because that is how his
professor, Bill Cochran initiated discussions of randomized experiments in class in 1968.
Initially, the notion of potential outcomes was all based on the concepts of experiments
such as randomization, unbiasedness, and Fisher’s test. According to Shadish (2010),
Rubin received a bachelor’s degree in psychology from Princeton University in 1965; got
a doctorate in statistics from Harvard University in 1970; and is widely regarded as the
most influential statistician ever to work on the topic of nonrandomized experiments.
The experimental design course taught by Cochran made it clear to Rubin that
experiments should be set up as missing data problems, where all the potential outcomes
under the non-treatment group are missing. Rubin further discussed that observational
studies were not conducted this way as no one used potential outcomes outside the
context of randomized experiments when he was a graduate student (Li et al., 2014).
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Rubin attributed much of the potential outcome perspective to the work of Neyman, who
first mentioned the notion of potential outcomes in his Ph.D. thesis concerning
randomized experiments but believed that causal inference was far too speculative in
nonrandomized settings (Li et al., 2014).
In the paper, Estimation of Causal Effects of Treatments in Randomized and
Nonrandomized Studies, Rubin (1974) formalized the notion of potential outcomes.
Rubin formulated the counterfactual framework defining causal effects in both
randomized and non-randomized experimental studies. Holland (1986) discussed the use
of Rubin’s causal model to estimate treatment effects in the context of randomized
studies. Sobel (2009) pointed out that the counterfactual framework is becoming the
dominant approach for examining causal inference in disciplines that rely on
observational studies. Rubin’s causal model makes it possible to achieve the goal of
randomization in non-randomized studies.
The study of causality could be traced back to the days of ancient Greek
philosophy, where Aristotle identified the causes of things in his Physics (Holland, 1986).
However, the goal of causal analysis has shifted from searching for all the possible
causes of an effect, to the estimation of the effects of a particular cause (Morgan &
Harding, 2006). Rubin’s causal model is based on the counterfactual (or potential
outcomes) perspective of causation. According to Russo (2009, p.63), “the idea behind
Rubin’s model is to measure the effects of the causes rather than to explicate the cause of
effects.”
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Rubin’s causal model has been very influential across various fields, including
statistics, education, psychology, and economics, and provides the theoretical
justification for estimating treatment effects in observational studies based on weighting
and matching (Leite, 2017). Morgan & Harding (2006) added that the rise of the
counterfactual model to prominence has increased causal analyses focused on estimating
treatment effects. In the counterfactual framework, two potential outcomes of a random
variable are defined for each individual or unit in the population. Yi1 is the potential
outcome of an individual 𝑖𝑖 when exposed to the treatment while Yi0 is the potential

outcome of the same individual 𝑖𝑖 when exposed to the control condition. According to
Winship & Morgan (1999), both potential outcomes under the treatment and control

conditions exist in theory for every individual; however, only one potential outcome can
be observed.
Rubin (1974) defined the causal effect of an experimental treatment E relative to a
control treatment C for a particular unit as the difference between what would have
happened at time t2 if the unit had been exposed to E at an initial time t1 and what would
have happened at time t2 if the unit had been exposed to C at an initial time t2. Rubin
mathematically formulated the causal effect of treatment E relative to C for an individual
as Y(E) - Y(C); where Y(E) is the potential outcome of an individual supposed the
individual is exposed to the experimental treatment and Y(C) is the potential outcome of
the individual supposed the individual is under the control condition. “This definition of
causal effect as the comparison of potential outcomes is intuitive and implicitly used
frequently.” (Rubin, 2011, p.525).
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In literature, different symbols are used to indicate the potential outcomes. For
example, Yi1 and Yi0 are used instead of Y(E) and Y(C), respectively (Leite, 2017).
Sometimes, Yit and Yic are used instead of Y(E) and Y(C), respectively (Winship &
Morgan, 1999). Causal or treatment effect for an individual (𝜏𝜏i ) can then be
mathematically expressed as:

Figure 1: Mathematical Formulation of the Treatment Effect of an Individual

Figure 2: An Illustration of the Causal Effect of an Individual based on Rubin’s
Causal Model
Though this formulation is mathematically appealing, the difficulty is that only
one potential outcome can be observed for an individual. After observing the outcome,
we cannot go back to time 1 to observe the individual under another condition since the
passage of time might have resulted to growth, which could affect the outcome under the
second condition (Rubin, 1974).
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Another important consideration or assumption for Rubin’s mathematical
formulation of causal effects is that the assignment of an individual to a treatment
condition should not affect the selection of the individual to the other treatment condition.
There should be no carryover effect or interference (Winship & Morgan, 1999). This
assumption is called the stable unit treatment value assumption (SUTVA). Therefore,
though possible, a repeated measure design might lead to causal effect estimates that are
biased by a carryover effect.
The treated and non-treated individuals have potential outcomes under the
treatment and control conditions, as shown in Table 1. Note that Z indicates treatment
assignment, where Zi = 1 represents actual assignment to the experimental treatment, and
Zi = 0 represents actual assignment to the control condition.
Table 1: Potential Outcomes of the Treated and Non-treated Individuals
Potential Outcome if
Treated

Potential Outcome if
Non-treated

Observed

Yi1 | Zi = 1

Yi0 | Zi = 0

Unobserved

Yi1 | Zi = 0

Yi0 | Zi = 1

According to Rubin (1974), if 2N individuals constitute the sample of a study
where N individuals are observed under the treatment condition and N individuals
observed under the control condition, then a typical causal effect of the treatment versus
no treatment on the outcome Y can be written as:
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Figure 3: The Typical Causal Effect of the Treatment Versus No Treatment on the
Outcome
Yi1 is the potential outcome supposed the individual is treated (observed plus
unobserved), and Yi0 is the potential outcome for supposed the individual is not treated
(observed plus unobserved). Since each individual has an unobserved potential outcome,
it would be difficult to compute this typical causal effect.
The difference between the average outcomes of individuals observed under the
treatment condition and the average outcomes of individuals observed under the control
condition can be expressed as follows:

Figure 4: Difference between the Average Outcomes of Individuals under the
Treatment and Non-treatment Conditions
Assuming that each individual observed under the treatment condition is identical
to an individual observed under the control condition such that there are N matched pairs
in the entire sample of 2N individuals in the study, it can be shown that 𝜏𝜏= ȳi (Rubin,

1974). When individuals in the treatment and control groups are similar as in randomized
experiments, or as in a situation where individuals in the treatment and control groups are
matched, the average treatment effect (ATE) in the population can be defined using
Rubin’s causal model as follows:
● In Leite (2017, p.3),
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● In Guo & Fraser (2010, p.25),

𝜏𝜏 = E [Yi1 - Yi0]

𝜏𝜏 = 𝐸𝐸(Yi1 | Zi = 1) - E (Yi0 | Zi = 0)

The ATE for the population can then be estimated from sample data as:
𝜏𝜏̂ = 𝐸𝐸(𝑌𝑌�i1 | Zi = 1) - E (𝑌𝑌�i0 | Zi = 0).

The intention is to compute 𝜏𝜏�= 𝐸𝐸(𝑌𝑌�i1 | Zi = 1) - E (𝑌𝑌�i0 | Zi = 1) but E (𝑌𝑌�i0 |Zi = 1)

is unobserved. Hence, E (𝑌𝑌�i0 | Zi = 0) is used as a proxy to E (𝑌𝑌�i0 | Zi = 1). There are other
types of treatment effects such as the average treatment effect on the treated (ATT) and
the average treatment effect on the untreated (ATC) written as:
ATT = 𝐸𝐸(Yi1 | Zi = 1) - E (Yi0 | Zi = 1) and
ATC = 𝐸𝐸(Yi1 | Zi = 0) - E (Yi0 | Zi = 0);

E (Yi0 | Zi = 1) and 𝐸𝐸(Yi1 | Zi = 0) are unobserved. In a randomized experiment;
E (Yi0 | Zi = 1) = E (Yi0 | Zi = 0) and 𝐸𝐸(Yi1 | Zi = 0) = 𝐸𝐸(Yi1 | Zi = 1), hence

ATT = ATC = ATE. However, ATT, ATC, and ATE are not the same in nonexperimental studies Leite (2017).
Generally, Rubin’s causal model theoretically defines causal effect as the
difference between potential outcomes; however, this theoretical definition can be
practically implemented when it is assumed that the treatment and control groups are
identical. Schafer & Kang (2008) stated that to establish causality; one must rule out any
possibility that the difference in average outcome for the treated and untreated is due to
systematic differences between the groups.
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That means one must show that the treatment alone is responsible for the
difference in the average outcome of the treated and untreated because systematic
differences between the treated and untreated introduce bias in the average treatment
effect. In observational studies, propensity score methods remove systematic differences
between the treatment and the non-treatment groups. It is also important to note that other
strategies have been used in the social sciences to eliminate or reduce bias in average
treatment effect, including Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) and regression analysis
(Schafer & Kang 2008).
Donald Rubin vs. Donald Campbell’s Perspectives on Causal Inference
Donald Rubin and Paul Rosenbaum worked on a randomized experiment that
involved matching background characteristics of pregnant pigs and rats whose fetuses
were exposed to different prebirth environments. There were a lot of continuous and
discrete covariates which they could not handle with Mahalanobis matching, so they had
to find summaries of the covariates and balance the summaries in the treatment and
control groups instead of matching individuals. Rubin and Rosenbaum soon realized that
this problem of high dimensional covariates needs an assignment mechanism that
eliminates systematic bias by matching individuals based on assignment probabilities.
Rubin said in an interview that this was partly the origin of the propensity score idea,
which was first implemented when they worked on a Duke data bank on coronary arteries
bypass survey, but refined the idea for the pregnant animal data (Li et al., 2014).
Donald Campbell’s approach to causal inference is popularly used in the social
sciences and program evaluation. According to Campbell, two types of inferences can be
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made from experiments: whether the causal relationship represents the true relationship
in the observed data and whether the causal relationship represents the true relationship in
the population or across different settings (Shadish, 2010).
Campbell labeled these two types of inferences as internal and external validity.
According to Campbell’s work, bias in causal effect estimates can be reduced by ruling
out alternative causes or controlling for threats to internal validity. Donald Campbell’s
approach to reducing bias in causal effect estimates focuses more on research design,
while Donal Rubin’s approach to reducing bias in causal effect estimates focuses on data
analysis such as propensity score analysis (Shadish, 2010).
Propensity Score Estimation
Propensity scores have been widely accepted for reducing bias in treatment
effects for the past three decades. “In social science, researchers are beginning to see
widespread use of these new causal inference methodologies including propensity score,
matching, imputations, balancing, and blocking” (Vemuri, 2015, p.178).
The propensity score is a conditional probability of assigning treatment to an
individual given the observed covariates (Rosenbaum, 2015). The propensity score of an
individual is the conditional probability of belonging to the treatment group given the
values of the covariate for that individual. Rubin’s causal model assumes that the
treatment and control groups are identical or have similar covariate distributions. It is
easy to balance the treatment and control groups on a single or a few covariates through
matching or stratification. When the number of covariates increases, it is almost
impossible to balance the treatment and control groups on each covariate. A propensity
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score is a single balancing score that captures all the information in the covariates (Leite,
2017) and therefore helps to solve the problem of achieving covariate balance for several
covariates.
In randomized experiments, the treatment and control groups are similar and
could be directly compared without covariate balancing. In observational studies, the
treatment and control groups could be systematically different. A direct comparison of
groups in observational studies may lead to biased estimates. The balancing score is a
function of the observed covariates and is useful for balancing the treatment and control
groups on the covariates (Rosenbaum & Rubin, 1983) so that direct comparison of
groups can be meaningful.
Rosenbaum & Rubin (1983) also mentioned that the propensity score function in
randomized experiments has one accepted and known specification. In non-randomized
studies, the propensity score function is unknown, and there is not one accepted
specification. Therefore, models such as the logit model and deep neural networks could
be used to estimate propensity scores.
In a multilevel setting, the selection process of how students wind up in treatment
or non-treatment groups can differ substantially across level two units, resulting in
misleading inference if the model for estimating propensity score does not capture the
variability of the selection process across level 2 units. Biased estimates of propensity
scores could further result in misleading inferences concerning how the treatment effect
varies across units. Hence, Kim & Seltzer (2007) propose the use of multilevel logistic
regression models for propensity score estimation in which the intercepts and slopes are
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specified to vary across schools to ensure that covariate balance is achieved within each
level 2 unit to avoid inaccurate estimates of propensity scores.
W. Leite (2017) also mentioned that neural networks are suitable for propensity
score estimation because neural networks automatically detect interactions and allow
examination of covariate-by-cluster interactions that improve predictions of treatment
assignment if the clusters indicator is added as a covariate.
Propensity score Methods for Balancing Covariates
Propensity score methods such as matching, stratification, and weighting all have
one goal; to reduce selection bias by adjusting the distributions of covariates so that the
distributions of the covariates are similar for the treatment and nontreatment groups.
(Leite et al., 2015). The ultimate goal of using propensity scores is to balance the
treatment groups on the observed covariates, whether or not the propensity scores are
used as weights in a regression model (Olmos & Govindasamy, 2015).
For propensity score weighting, propensity score weights computed as the inverse
of the estimated propensity scores are used for estimating average treatment effects.
Propensity scores represent the probabilities of belonging to the treatment group
conditional on the observed covariates.
Matching is a propensity score technique used to achieve covariate balance by
identifying groups of individuals from treatment and nontreatment groups that are similar
based on the estimated propensity scores (Keller et al., 2015). Different algorithms or
approaches to matching include greedy matching (nearest neighbor with or without
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calipers), Mahalanobis distance with or without propensity scores, and optimal full
matching (Guo & Fraser, 2010).
Covariate Balance Evaluation
Covariate balance evaluation involves assessing how well the treatment and
nontreatment groups are balanced in the matched and weighted samples (Garrido et al.,
2014). After a propensity score method is implemented to balance the covariate
distributions for the treatment and nontreatment groups, the extent to which covariate
balance was achieved needs to be determined. If the covariate balance is poor, the
propensity score method must be re-specified, or the unbalanced covariates should be
included in the outcome model.
Numerical balance diagnostics such as Standardized mean differences, variance
ratios, and mean and maximum distances have been used to measure covariate balance.
Smaller differences in means of covariates for the treatment and nontreatment groups are
desired for achieving covariance balance. A less strict criterion for an adequate covariate
balance is that the absolute value of the standardized mean difference should be less than
0.25 standard deviations. (Garrido et al., 2014; Leite, 2017; Stuart, 2010).
After implementing the propensity score method, the variance ratio is the ratio of
residual variances of the treatment and nontreatment groups. The variance ratio for each
covariate is computed by regressing the covariate on the propensity score, then using the
variances of the residuals for the treatment and nontreatment groups to compute the
variance ratio. A variance ratio between 0.5 and 2 indicates an adequate covariate
balance. For a propensity score analysis where propensity scores are estimated, the
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standardized difference of means of the propensity scores and variance ratios of the
treatment and nontreatment groups could be used as balanced measures (Stuart, 2010).
Graphical methods for covariate balance include empirical Q-Q plots for
continuous covariates and bar plots for categorical covariates (Leite, 2017). A Q-Q plot is
used to compare the distribution of continuous covariates in treatment and nontreatment
groups, especially for the unweighted data. If both distributions lie along the diagonal
line of the Q-Q plot, then the distributions are balanced (Garrido et al., 2014).
Density plots, histograms, and bar plots of propensity scores of the treatment and
nontreatment groups are graphical methods for assessing adequate covariate balance. The
overlapping areas in the plots of the treated and nontreated indicate the extent to which
covariate balance is achieved.
Multilevel Modeling for Treatment Effects
Olmos & Govindasamy (2015) stated that the final step of a propensity score
analysis is to run the outcome analysis using weights computed from the propensity
scores. These weights can be used in a regression model or any other multivariate model
that accepts weights. One of the major limitations of propensity score weighting is that it
can result in biased estimates of treatment effects if the propensity score model used to
estimate propensity score is misspecified.
Multilevel modeling is used with multilevel data where individuals are nested
within clusters. It is important to note that treatment can be assigned at the cluster or
individual levels. When treatment is assigned at the individual level, the SUTVA
assumption that potential outcomes for individuals in each group are not affected by the
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treatment assignment to the other group will be violated since individuals within each
cluster are very similar (Arpino & Mealli, 2011). This poses a difficulty in estimating
treatment effects in multilevel settings where the treatment is assigned at the individual
level. Arpino & Mealli (2011) conducted a simulation study to estimate treatment effects
with multilevel data and focused on treatments assigned at the lowest level of the
hierarchy. These authors maintained SUTVA, assuming no interference within and
between clusters.
In a multilevel educational setting where treatment is assigned at the individual
level, Hong & Raudenbush (2006) considered the SUTVA assumption questionable
because each child’s potential outcome will plausibly depend on which school the child
attends and also on the treatment assignment of other children. These researchers then
proposed a framework for causal inference that allows school assignment and peer
treatments to affect potential outcomes by imposing an identifying assumption that peer
effects can be summarized through a scalar function of the vector of treatment
assignments in a school.
Treatment assignment in multilevel settings can be achieved at the individual or
cluster levels. Leite (2017) stated that it is important for researchers using multilevel data
to estimate treatment effects with propensity score methods to understand whether
nonrandom treatment assignment occurred at the individual or cluster level and which
individual or cluster-level covariates are related to the treatment assignment. Leite (2017)
also mentioned that covariates at the cluster level are used when treatment assignment is
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at the cluster level, while both cluster-level and individual-level covariates should be
used when treatment assignment is at the individual level.
When treatment assignment is at the individual level, propensity score analysis
can be achieved in two ways: by pooling treatment effect estimates after estimating
propensity scores and treatment effects within clusters or by estimating propensity scores
and treatment effects marginally across clusters. Pooling of treatment effect estimates is
advantageous if the size of each cluster is a reasonably large; otherwise, marginal
estimation of the treatment effect across clusters should be used (Leite, 2017).
The strategy for estimating treatment effects in a multilevel setting depends on
whether the nonrandom treatment assignment occurred at the cluster or individual levels.
In multilevel studies involving causality, confounders need to be addressed at the cluster
level or at both the cluster level and individual level depending on whether nonrandom
assignment of participants to treatment occurs at the cluster level or individual level
(Leite, 2017).
Causal considerations may dictate a different choice of the multilevel model
compared to when multilevel modeling is applied in a non-causal setting. The choice of
the multilevel model further has implications on the plausibility of the assumptions and
property of estimators (Hill, 2018). Miller & Brewer (2003) emphasized that multilevel
models must be used with due attention paid to their assumptions.
Steps for Propensity Score Analysis
Garrido et al. (2014) provided some guiding steps for constructing and assessing
propensity scores, including the following.
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● Step One: choice of variables to include in the propensity score
● Step Two: balance of propensity score across treatment and comparison groups
● Step Three: balance of covariates across treatment and comparison groups within
blocks of the propensity score
● Step Four: choice of matching and weighting strategies
● Step Five: balance of covariates after matching or weighting the sample by a
propensity score
Olmos & Govindasamy (2015) proposed the following steps for propensity score
analysis:
● Outcome analysis without the use of propensity scores
● Balance analysis before the implementation of propensity scores
● Propensity score estimation
● Weight estimation using propensity scores
● Balance analysis after implementing propensity scores
● Outcome analysis using propensity scores in a weighted regression
This literature review focused on defining causality and causal inference, the
various notions of causation corresponding to different causal inference approaches, the
formulation of Rubin’s Causal Model, Donald Rubin vs. Donald Campbell’s perspectives
on causal inference, estimation of propensity scores, propensity score methods for
balancing covariates, covariate balance evaluation, multilevel modeling for treatment
effects, and steps for propensity score analysis.
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Chapter 2: Method
Research Design
This research is a quantitative causal study that used a propensity score approach
to estimate treatment effects in a multilevel setting. This study aimed to understand how
propensity scores estimated through a simple logistic regression compared with
propensity scores estimated through an optimized deep neural networks model. This
study also compared treatment effects estimated with propensity score weights obtained
from logistic regression and deep neural networks. The propensity score approach was
implemented in two stages. First, logistic regression and deep neural networks were used
to estimate propensity scores. Second, the propensity score weights were then used in a
multilevel outcome model to estimate treatment effects.
Description of Participants
The participants of this study consist of a cohort of 2002 high school sophomores
(10th grade) through college into adult careers in the ELS:2002 data. The entire dataset
consisted of 17,109 students; however, 10,080 students were used for this study after
cases with missing data on the treatment variable were removed. For the 10,080 cases
used for the analysis, forty-eight percent (48%) of the students were male, and fifty-two
percent (52%) were female. Also, 35% of the students were in the non-treatment (control)
group, and 65% were in the treatment group. The distribution of students across different
geographical regions was as follows: 20% (Northwest), 26% (Midwest), 34%
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(South), and 20% (West). The percentages of students from urban, suburban, and rural
areas were 31%, 50%, and 19%, respectively. The proportion of students based on school
type consisted of 76% (public), 15% (catholic), and 9% (other private).
Sampling Method
ELS:2002 used a stratified two-stage sampling design where high schools were
selected during the first stage of sampling. Students within the high schools were
selected in the second stage of sampling. The target population of schools for the
ELS:2002 study consisted of public, catholic, and other private schools with 10th grades
in the United States. The target population of students was ten graders.
The sampling frame used for selecting high schools for the ELS:2002 study was
the common core of data (CCD), which is the Department of Education’s primary
database on public, elementary, and secondary education in the United States. The
sampling frame was stratified by school type, geographic region, and urbanicity.
In the first stage of sampling, a sample of schools was selected within each school
stratum with a probability proportional to school size; hence, larger schools were more
likely to be selected. The school sampling rates also varied considerably by school
sampling strata. Catholic schools and other private schools were oversampled to ensure
that enough schools were in the sample to allow researchers to generate unbiased
estimates. Out of 1,268 sampled schools, 1,221 schools with 10th grades were eligible for
the study. However, only 752 (580 public, 95 catholic, and 77 other private) schools
responded or participated in the study. These 752 schools represented a population of
approximately 27,000 high schools (Ingels et al., 2004).
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In the second stage of sampling, each school was asked to provide a list of 10thgrade students. A stratified systematic sample of 24 to 26 students was selected from
each school based on the student rosters received. The student roster for each school was
stratified by race (Hispanic, Asian, Black, and Other race/ethnicity). The number of
students selected per school was limited to approximately 26 sophomores to minimize the
data collection burden on participating schools. Students were selected within the
schools, not within classrooms, meaning that the ELS:2002 is clustered by school.
Asian/Pacific Islander students were oversampled (Ingels et al., 2004).
The stratified two-stage sampling design produced a final sample of 17,591 10th
graders representing a population of 3.4 million students. This final sample of 10 graders
in 2002 was the first longitudinal cohort of students in the base year of the ELS:2002.
There was a second longitudinal cohort of students obtained through an additional
sampling of 12th graders in 2004 who were not in 10th grade in 2002. So, the second
longitudinal cohort consisted of 13,252 seniors or 12th graders in 2004 who were 10th
graders in 2002. One hundred and seventy-one 12th grade students in 2004 were not 10th
graders in the United States in 2002 (Ingels et al., 2004).
Data Collection
The ELS:2002 data were collected in four rounds, also called waves. Each round
occurred in the spring or summer of the base or follow-up year. The base year data was
collected in the spring of 2002; the first follow-up in the spring of 2004; the second
follow-up in the spring of 2006; and the third follow-up in the summer of 2012. After the
first follow-up, high school transcripts were collected in the Fall of 2004 when students
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had graduated. Postsecondary transcripts were collected in the spring of 2015, after the
third follow-up (“Introduction to the ELS”, n.d.).
Data about sampled students and their schools were obtained from multiple
sources, including the sampled students themselves and their parents, teachers, and
school principals. The data came from students and their school principals during the
base year and follow-up years. Two teachers (mathematics and English/language arts
teachers) per student and at least one parent per student provided data for the ELS:2002
in the base year.
Cognitive test in mathematics achievement was administered to students in the
base year and first follow-up year of data collection. A cognitive test in reading
achievement was also administered to sampled students during the base year. These tests
were administered during the spring of the data collection year.
Each round of data collection covered various topics. The base year and first
follow-up data collection provided data on secondary educational experiences in nine
related areas, including student background, school climate, school structure, student
performance, student motivation and engagement, classroom experience, experience
outside the classroom, social capital, plans and expectations, and reasons for dropout
(“Introduction to the ELS”, n.d.).
The second follow-up focused on the post-high school experiences of student
participants. The data was collected on topics such as reasons for college choice, college
coursework, and employment-related information. The third follow-up data collection
assessed education, employment, finances, and family.
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All data were collected through questionnaires from sampled members (students,
parents, teachers, and principals) or through administrative records such as high school
transcripts for each student participant. However, examination scores such as ACT scores
were collected directly from the ACT and College Board during the first and second
follow-ups (“Introduction to the ELS”, n.d.).
Measures
The measures used for this study were divided into student-related (individuallevel) variables and school-related (cluster-level) variables. The data associated with
these variables were obtained from the ELS student-level data file and school-level data
file. Within the student file, there are 6,571 variables available for analysis. The studentlevel and school-level data files consisted of a questionnaire, composite, and weight
variables. The student-level questionnaire variables are associated with data collected
from students, parents, teachers, and school administrators, while the school-level data
file questionnaire variables were obtained from the school principal questionnaire
(“Getting Started with the ELS:2002 Data”, n.d.). The ELS:2002 data used in this study
were collected in the base year of the study.
The treatment variable in this study is parental involvement measured using the
student questionnaire item, “How often parents check homework” coded in the studentlevel data file as BYS85A. The treatment variable was renamed to “treatment” in the
data analysis files. The outcome variable for this study is “Standardized test composite
“score-math/reading” coded in the student-level data file as BYTXCSTD and was
renamed to math_reading_score in the data analysis files.
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The pre-treatment covariates used to estimate propensity scores in this study were
both student-level and school-level covariates. This study used 200 covariates, where 150
covariates were student-level covariates, and 50 covariates were school-level covariates.
The student-level covariates consisted of student demographics, students’
psychological orientation towards learning, hours spent per week on homework,
mathematics and English self-efficacy, parents’ highest education levels, mathematics,
and English teachers’ highest education levels. The student-level covariates are displayed
in Appendix A.
The school-level covariates include variables such as the geographic region of the
school, school control, school urbanity, teacher’s access to technology, the skill levels of
teachers concerning technology use, availability of computers in administrative offices,
and teacher workrooms, classrooms, etc. (see Appendix B).
Data Analysis Methods
According to Leite (2017), the major steps of a propensity score analysis include
data preparation, propensity score estimation, propensity score method implementation,
covariate balance evaluation, treatment effect estimation, and sensitivity analysis. This
study used the following data analysis process for estimating propensity scores and
treatment effects in multilevel data to answer the research questions for this study.
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Figure 5: Data Preparation and Preliminary Analysis Steps

Figure 6: Data Analysis Steps for the Estimation of Propensity Scores,
Implementation of Propensity Score Methods, and Estimation Treatment Effects
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Data Preparation
The data preparation process included covariate selection and the handling of
missing data. Covariate selection is an essential aspect of propensity score analysis and
deserves much attention because the choice of covariates selected affects the bias and
variance of the treatment effect estimate. Brookhart et al. (2006) conducted a simulation
study and found that covariates unrelated to the treatment but related to the outcome
reduce the variance of the treatment effect without increasing bias and should be included
in a propensity score model. These authors also found that including variables that affect
only the treatment and not the outcome could be detrimental to the treatment effect
estimate since such variables increase the variance of the treatment effect without
decreasing bias.
Cuong (2013) provided evidence through a simulation study to confirm findings
of existing studies that covariates affecting both the treatment and outcome reduce bias in
treatment effect estimates and should be included in the propensity score model. Leite
(2017) cautioned that mediators of the relationship between the treatment and the
outcome should not be included in the propensity score model because mediators will
remove part of the treatment effect.
This study involves high dimensional data, consisting of 200 covariates, with
mixed data types (continuous and categorical), making it tedious to statistically examine
how the covariates relate to the treatment and outcome. There are alternative approaches
to selecting covariates without investigating the statistically significant relationships
among covariates and treatment or covariates and the outcome variable. In this study,
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theoretical knowledge was used to support the relationship between the covariates and the
outcome variable. Expert and domain knowledge could also be used to select covariates
(Leite, 2017). A combination of methods could be used for covariate selection as well. It
is important to use only covariates that are pre-treatment covariates.
Handling missing data is an aspect of data preparation. There are two kinds of
missing data; item nonresponse and wave nonresponse (Graham, 2012). Item
nonresponse occurs when a participant does not respond to some questions or fails to
complete part of a survey. A wave response refers to missing data where a research
participant misses a complete wave in a longitudinal study. In this study, item
nonresponse missing data was handled through imputation.
The reserve code conventions used to represent missing data in the ELS data files
are as follows: -1 = “Don't know”, -2 = “Refused”, -3 = “Item legitimate skip/NA”, -4 =
Nonrespondent”, -5 = “Out of Range”, -6 = “Multiple response”, -7 = “Partial
interview-breakoff”, -8 = “Survey component legitimate skip/NA”, -9 = “Missing”
(National Center for Education Statistics, 2014). Missing data for some variables were
coded with extreme values such as 98 = “Unable to collect info from parent”, 99 =
“Unable to collect info from parent”, etc.
Missing values that are coded as extreme values can be identified by examining
each variable's distribution in the analysis. Various representations of missing data in the
variables used for this study were converted to NA before the missing data were imputed.
Missing data for this study were handled using the Multiple Imputation by
Chained Equations (MICE) algorithm, where the missing data were assumed to be
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missing at random (MAR). Other missing data mechanisms include missing completely
at random (MCAR) and not missing at random (NMAR). In this study, the MAR missing
data mechanism was assumed.
Listwise deletion was not used to handle missing data in this study because this
approach requires that cases with missing data be deleted, resulting in the reduction of
sample size and loss of information. Moreover, it is better to use imputation instead of
listwise deletion when more than 5% of the data is missing on any variable included in
the analysis. In this study, about 150 variables had more than 5% of missing data, so
dealing with missing data through imputation is reasonable.
Multiple and single imputations are imputation methods used to impute missing
data. Multiple imputation has benefits over single imputation. For instance, multiple
imputation produces unbiased parameter estimates when the data missing mechanism is
MAR or MCAR (Pituch & Stevens, 2015). Additionally, multiple imputation does not
decrease the variability in the dataset compared to single imputation such as mean
imputation.
Multiple imputation involves identifying and replacing the missing values with a
random sample of plausible imputation values generated through some imputation model.
Setting a random seed is useful for generating the same random sample of imputation
data each time the analysis is run (Jakobsen et al., 2017). Two types of multiple
imputation methods are multiple imputation by joint modeling and multiple imputation
by chained equations (Monte Carlo Markov Chain or MCMC). Multiple imputation by
chained equations allows researchers to specify a distribution for each variable and draw
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imputations from the posterior distribution of each variable using MCMC techniques
(Leite, 2017). Since the variables in this current study have different distributions,
multiple imputation by chained equations was used to impute the missing data in the
analysis dataset. Though multiple datasets could be generated through the MICE
algorithm, only a single imputed dataset was created and used for the entire analysis to
keep the data analysis manageable.
According to Graham (2012), an imputation model needs to match up with the
analysis model of choice or should be at least as complex as the analysis model.
Multilevel modeling with random coefficients requires the imputation model to account
for the multilevel structure in the data to avoid bias in the results. If the multilevel
structure in the data is ignored, the variation in intercepts or means is suppressed. As
such, using a multilevel model with random coefficients will produce biased results if the
imputation model did not account for the multilevel structure in the data. The nested
structure in the data can be accounted for during multiple imputation by including cluster
dummy variables in the analysis, where the number of cluster dummy variables is one
less than the number of clusters.
The miceforest Python package was used to implement the multiple imputation
for this current study. The miceforest package implements a fast and memory-efficient
multiple imputation by chained equations with random forest. The MICE algorithm can
impute mixes of continuous, binary, unordered categorical, and ordered categorical data
(Buuren & Groothuis-Oudshoorn, 2011).
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Diagnostic checks on the imputed data provide a way to assess whether
imputations are plausible. The plot_imputed_distributions function inside the miceforest
package was used to inspect whether the distributions of the variables in the original data
are similar to the distributions of the variables in the imputed data. The similarity
between the distributions of the imputed and original data indicates that the imputations
are close to the values that could have been obtained had they not been missing (Buuren
& Groothuis-Oudshoorn, 2011).
Before the ELS:2000 data file was publicly available, missing data in 14 key
variables were imputed statistically. For instance, the missing data for the student gender
and student ethnicity variables were imputed using logical imputation, where the missing
values are either deduced or guessed from responses to other items. The distribution of
student names was used to impute missing student names. Student ethnicity was imputed
using student names and school-level information. Most of the 14 key variables were
imputed using a weighted sequential hot-deck procedure. Additional mathematics and
reading ability estimates were imputed using multiple imputation (Ingels et al., 2004).
Preliminary Analysis
The missing data for the treatment and non-treatment groups were imputed
separately for this research study to ensure that the distributions of covariates in one
group do not affect the distributions of covariates in the other group. The minimum and
maximum values for each covariate for the imputed data were compared with the
minimum and maximum values for each covariate for the original data to ensure that
imputed values were within the range of the original data.
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After imputing the missing data using the MICE algorithm, the imputed data were
used to create ten datasets with various dimensionalities. To create the datasets, a random
forest classifier was used to rank the covariates based on the importance of the covariates
in determining whether an individual will be assigned to the treatment group or nontreatment group.
The goal of ranking the covariates according to their importance in determining
the selection of participants was to create datasets such that the first dataset had the most
influential covariates. Separate random forest classifiers were used to assess the
importance of student-level covariates and school-level covariates.
The student-level and school-level covariates were separately ranked from the
most important to the least important covariates. The first dataset had the most important
15 student-level covariates and the five most important school-level covariates. The
second dataset consisted of the covariates in the first dataset, the next 15 most important
student-level covariates, and the next most important 5 school-level covariates. The rest
of the datasets were constructed cumulatively in a similar manner.
In a nutshell, datasets were constructed by commutatively adding 20 covariates,
such that the first dataset had 20 covariates, the second had 40 covariates, the third had 60
covariates, and so on. The last dataset had all the 200 covariates for the study.
After creating the datasets with various dimensionalities, a covariate balance
check was performed for each dataset to understand the extent to which the distributions
of the covariates for the treatment group were similar to the distributions of the covariates
for the non-treatment group before implementing the propensity score methods.
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Treatment effects were also estimated without propensity score weights, using a random
intercept fixed slope multilevel model for each dataset.
Estimation of Propensity Scores
According to Leite (2017), parametric models and data mining models are two
broad classes of methods used for propensity score estimation. This study compared
propensity scores estimated through logistic regression and those estimated through deep
neural networks.
There are different logit model specifications for estimating propensity scores
with multilevel data. Kim & Seltzer (2007) proposed the use of multilevel logistic
regression with random intercepts and random slopes for propensity score estimation to
achieve covariate balance within each cluster. Multilevel logistic regression with random
intercepts and random slopes assumes that the intercept (or average log odds of being
assigned to the treatment condition when all covariates are set to zero) varies across
schools and that the slopes (or effects of covariates on treatment assignment) vary across
schools. However, with too many covariates, a multilevel model specified with random
coefficients (intercepts and slopes) will be very complex and may not converge.
Arpino & Mealli (2011) conducted a simulation study to understand the efficiency
of various propensity score models in a multilevel setting. These authors compared a
single-level logit model with level-1 and level-2 covariates, a single-level logit model
with level-1 covariates, a two-level random intercepts model with level-1 and level-2
covariates, a single-level logit model with level-1 covariates and dummy covariates
representing unique clusters. These authors found that the multilevel logit model with
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random intercepts and the single-level logit model with level-1 covariates and dummy
cluster covariates accounted for omitted cluster-level covariates.
The findings of the simulation study also revealed that a single-level logit model
with level-1 covariates and dummy cluster covariates had a better performance in
estimating propensity scores than a multilevel logit model with random intercepts. Also, a
single-level logit model with level-1 covariates and dummy cluster covariates does not
require cluster-level covariates to be included compared to a multilevel logit model with
random intercepts, which needs some cluster-level covariates to be included.
However, there may be convergence issues with the single-level logit model with
level-1 covariates and dummy cluster covariates when the number of clusters becomes
very large. A single-level logit model with level-1 covariates is less efficient at estimating
propensity scores in a multilevel setting. Leite (2017) stated that logistic regression
ignoring clustering to estimate propensity scores has a satisfactory performance if the
multilevel structure of the data is accounted for in the outcome model.
For this study, a multilevel logit model with random intercepts (and fixed slopes)
was used as one of the propensity score models. This is because a multilevel logit model
with random intercepts is efficient for estimating propensity scores and would easily
converge with many covariates compared to a multilevel model with random intercepts
and random slopes (Leite, 2017). Level-1 and level-2 covariates were included in the
multilevel logit model with random intercepts. The gmer function in R was used to
implement the multilevel logit model where the covariates were the input variables and
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treatment was the output variable. The mathematical specification of a multilevel logit
model with random intercepts is as follows:

Figure 7: The Mathematical Specification of a Multilevel Logit Model with Random
Slopes and Random Intercepts
By rearranging the logit model, the propensity score for each participant can be
computed using the function:

Figure 8: The Mathematical Specification of a Rearranged Multilevel Logit Model
with Random Slopes and Random Intercepts
The symbols used in the multilevel logit model with random intercepts are
defined as follows:
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Figure 9: Symbols used for the Multilevel Logit Model with Random Slopes and
Random Intercepts
This study also used a deep neural networks model to compute propensity scores.
The deep neural network consisted of an input layer of covariates, two hidden layers, and
an output layer. Each hidden layer had a relu function for transforming a combination of
inputs in a non-linear manner. The output layer had a sigmoid or logistic function that
computes the propensity scores.
The Multi-layer Perceptron Classifier in the scikit-learn Python package was used
to construct the deep neural networks model. The input variables were the covariates, and
the binary target variable was the treatment variable. The hidden layer, alpha (L2 penalty
term), and the learning rate parameters of the deep neural networks model were tuned or
optimized for each dataset using the following hyperparameter space:
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parameter_space = {
'hidden_layer_sizes': [(10, 10), (10, 15), (15, 10), (15, 15), (15, 20), (20, 15),
(20, 20), (20, 25), (25, 20), (25, 25), (25, 30), (30, 25), (10, 20), (10, 30), (20, 10),
(30, 10)],
'alpha': [0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.0005, 0.005, 0.05],
}
The deep neural networks model input consisted of student-level, school-level,
and cluster covariates. Leite (2017) stated that adding cluster indicators as covariates
would allow the examination of covariate-by-cluster interactions that improve the
prediction of treatment assignment. However, using cluster indicators or dummy cluster
covariates will result in too many covariates since there were many clusters (schools) in
the datasets. Too many covariates may pose convergence issues when using the dataset
with logistic regression. Therefore, the dummy cluster covariates were not used in this
study.
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The deep neural networks model was specified, as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: A Deep Neural Networks Model for Estimating Propensity Scores
The degree of success of a propensity score model in estimating propensity scores
can be measured by assessing the convergence of the propensity score model, examining
adequate common support using propensity scores, evaluating the similarity in the
distributions of propensity scores for the treated and non-treated groups, and checking for
covariate balance after implementing propensity score method (Garrido et al., 2014;
Leite, 2017).
Evaluation of Propensity Scores
The distributions of the propensity scores for the treatment and non-treatment
groups for each dataset were assessed using density plots to understand the extent to
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which the common support assumption is satisfied. Before propensity scores are used to
compute propensity score weights, the propensity scores need to be carefully evaluated. It
is vital to use estimated propensity scores to check the common support assumption since
Rubin’s counterfactual framework requires adequate overlap between the distributions of
propensity scores for the treated and non-treated (Leite, 2017).
According to Garrido et al. (2014), once propensity scores have been estimated,
one must ensure that there is overlap in the range of propensity scores across the
treatment and non-treatment groups; because no inference about treatment effects can be
made for an individual who received treatment if there is no comparison individual with a
similar propensity score. Treatment effects cannot be generalized to individuals outside
the common support area. Kernel density plots of the propensity scores were used to
examine whether there was adequate overlap between the distributions of the propensity
scores for the treated and non-treated.
Implementation of Propensity Score Methods
Propensity score methods such as propensity score matching, stratification, and
weighting are used to balance the distributions of covariates for the treatment and nontreatment groups. This study used propensity score weighting to balance the covariate
distributions for the treated and non-treated. Propensity score weighting does not result in
loss of sample size compared to some matching strategies where only matched cases are
used for treatment effect estimation (Olmos & Govindasamy, 2015). Propensity score
weighting, also known as inverse probability weighting, uses propensity scores to
compute weights, which are then used to adjust the distributions of the covariates to
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achieve covariate balance between the treated and non-treated (Leite, 2017). Propensity
score weights adjust for the overselection of participants with specific characteristics so
that the assignment of participants to treatment conditions resembles a random
assignment.
The propensity score weights in this study were computed as follows:

Figure 11: Symbols used in the Propensity Score Weight Formula
According to Guo & Fraser (2010), propensity score weighting consists of three
major steps, including estimating propensity scores, calculating propensity score weights,
and the inclusion of propensity score weights in the outcome analysis. Sampling weights
in a complex sampling design are used to adjust for oversampling. Similarly, propensity
score weights are used to adjust for overselection. Hence a propensity score analysis that
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uses propensity score weights in the outcome analysis could be viewed as a propensity
score weighted analysis.
Based on the propensity score weighting formula, if an observation in a particular
treatment condition has a higher probability of being selected into that treatment
condition given its covariate values, a relatively lower weight is assigned to that
observation to adjust for overselection into that treatment condition. If an observation in a
treatment condition has a lower probability of being selected, a relatively higher weight is
assigned to that observation to adjust for under selection into that treatment condition.
For the treated, a propensity score of 0.1, 0.5, and 0.9 will result in weights (inverse
probability of treatment weights) of 10.0, 2.0, and 1.1, respectively.
Propensity score weights used in an outcome model are applied to the
observations. So, weighting can be viewed as creating copies of the observations based
on the weights. According to Linden & Adams (2010), the weighting mechanism can be
thought of as creating a pseudo-population made up of ‘copies’ of the original
participants who account for themselves and participants with similar characteristics who
received the alternate exposure or treatment. For instance, ten copies of a participant will
be added to the pseudo-population if the participant has a propensity score weight of 10.
Weights are extreme when the propensity scores are close to 0 (for the treated) or
1 (for the non-treated). It is necessary to evaluate the distribution of the propensity score
weights because extreme weights can inflate standard errors of the treatment estimates.
Extreme weights might result from the misspecification of the propensity score model.
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Weight trimming has been proposed to solve this, but there is little guidance regarding
the trimming level (Stuart, 2010).
Another viable solution to the problem of extreme weights is to stabilize the
weights. The propensity scores in each treatment condition can be multiplied by the mean
of the propensity scores in that treatment condition to stabilize the propensity scores
(Harder et al., 2010):

Figure 12: Formula for Stabilized Propensity Score Weights
Sampling weights obtained from the dataset can also be used to stabilize
propensity score weights. Sampling weights reflect the probability of selecting an
individual into a survey sample. The sampling weights or probability of selection varies
across individuals, especially on a large scale with a complex sampling design.
The propensity score weights in each treatment condition can be reweighted using
the weighted mean of the propensity scores for that treatment condition:

Figure 13: Formula for Stabilizing Propensity Score Weights with Sampling Weights
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Figure 14: Symbols used in the Stabilized Propensity Score Weight Formula
Stuart et al. (2016) conducted a study to estimate population treatment effects
using propensity score methods with complex survey data. These authors concluded that
if researchers are interested in drawing inferences relevant to the survey target
population, sampling weights need to be accounted for in the outcome analysis stage.
That is, including sampling weights in the outcome analysis produces population
estimates of treatment effects that are more accurate. Stuart et al. (2016) found that
misleading conclusions regarding population treatment effects can be drawn if survey
weights are not included in the analysis.
Covariate Balance Check After Propensity Score Weighting
After implementing a propensity score method such as propensity score
weighting, covariate balance must be checked. Graphical methods, descriptive statistics,
and inferential statistics could be used to evaluate covariate balance. This study used
standardized mean differences for assessing covariance balance. The bal.stat function in
the twang package in R was used to assess covariate balance.
Leite (2017) pointed out that a strict criterion for evaluating covariate balance
based on standardized mean difference is to consider any covariate with an absolute
standardized mean difference below 0.01 standard deviations to be adequately balanced.
This author also explained that a less strict criterion had been proposed for evaluating
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covariate balance, which considers a covariate to be balanced if the absolute standardized
mean difference of the covariate is below 0.25 standard deviations.
For this study, any covariate with an absolute standardized mean difference below
0.1 was considered to have an adequate covariate balance. Covariates that were not
adequately balanced were included in the outcome model. The results of covariate
balance checks before and after implementing the propensity score methods were
compared to understand how well the propensity score methods performed in balancing
the covariates.
Assessing covariate balance after implementing a propensity score method
provides a way of determining whether the propensity score method was successful.
Moreover, achieving a covariate balance shows that the strong ignorability of treatment
assignment assumption is satisfied given the observed covariates (Garrido et al., 2014).
Estimation of Treatment Effects
A maximum likelihood-based multilevel model was used as the outcome model to
estimate treatment effects in this study. Assuming that covariate balance is achieved for
all the covariates, the multilevel model with maximum likelihood is specified as follows:
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Figure 15: Multilevel Model for Estimating the Effect of Treatment on the Outcome

Figure 16: Distribution of Random Terms, Variance Components of the Random
Intercepts and Random Slopes, and the Covariance between Random Intercepts and
Random Slopes
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Figure 17: Symbols used in the Multilevel Model for Estimating the Effect of
Treatment on the Outcome
This study used a maximum likelihood-based multilevel model with random
intercepts and random slopes as the outcome analysis model. The level-1 outcome
variable was student achievement measured in the data as Standardized test composite
score-math/reading. The random coefficients model assumes that the average outcome
for the untreated 𝛽𝛽0𝑗𝑗 varies across schools, and that the average treatment effect 𝛽𝛽1𝑗𝑗
varies across schools. The lmer function inside the lme4 package in R was used to

implement the maximum likelihood-based multilevel model with random intercepts and
random slopes.
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Chapter 3: Results
This section presents the results of this research study. This research aimed to
compare propensity scores estimated through a simple logistic regression with propensity
scores estimated through an optimized deep neural networks model. This research also
aimed to compare treatment effects estimated using propensity score weights from a
simple logistic regression with treatment effects estimated using propensity score weights
from deep neural networks. This study used multi-level educational data with both
student-level and school-level covariates. Propensity scores obtained from logistic
regression and deep neural networks were also analyzed because the degree of success of
a propensity score method determines the extent to which bias is removed from treatment
effect estimates.
Descriptive Statistics
The descriptive statistics and the distribution of the outcome variable,
standardized composite math and reading test scores, were generated to understand
whether the outcome variable was normally distributed. Since the outcome variable was
used in a maximum likelihood multilevel model, it is vital to ensure that the normality
assumption of the maximum likelihood estimation is not violated.
The descriptive statistics in Table 2 show that the outcome variable is
approximately normally distributed as the mean (52.71) and median (53.24) values are
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similar and the skewness (-0.21) value lies within -0.5 and 0.5. Figure 18 also shows that
the distribution of the outcome variable is nearly normal.
Table 2: Descriptive Statistics of Standardized Composite Math and Reading Test
Scores
Count Mean Median
Composite
Math and
10080.00 52.71
Reading
Test Score

53.24

Var

Std

Min

Max Skew

88.88 9.43 20.91 81.04 -0.21

Figure 18: Distribution of Standardized Composite Math and Reading Test Scores
The descriptive statistics and distributions of the outcome variable for the
treatment and non-treatment groups were also obtained. The descriptive statistics in Table
3 show that the outcome variable is approximately normally distributed for both the
treatment and non-treatment groups since the mean and median values are similar and the
skewness values are between -0.5 and 0.5. Also, the distributions of the outcome variable
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for the treatment and non-treatment groups are identical since their histograms overlap
and have similar shapes (Figure 19).

Figure 19: Distribution of Standardized Composite Math and Reading Test Scores by
Treatment
Table 3: Descriptive Statistics of Standardized Composite Math and Reading Test
Scores by Treatment
Count Mean

Median

Var

Std

Min

Max Skew

0

3514

52.89

53.56

97.31 9.86 20.91 81.04

-0.26

1

6566

52.62

53.00

84.35 9.18 23.11 79.94

-0.18

Treatment

This study analyzed ten thousand and eighty (10080) student participants. The
analysis indicated that 65.14 percent (6566) of the participants were in the treatment
group, and 34.86 percent (3514) were in the non-treatment group. The counts of
participants in the treatment and non-treatment groups are shown in Figure 20.
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Figure 20: Counts of Participants in the Treatment and Non-treatment Groups
Data Preparation
The data preparation involved selecting the variables used for this study and
handling missing data. The variables used for this study are displayed in Appendix A,
Appendix B, and Appendix C. The ELS:2002 dataset downloaded from the National
Center for Educational Statistics site was used for this study. The downloaded dataset
consisted of 17,109 cases, but only 10080 cases were used for analysis after cleaning the
data. The missing data on the school ID and treatment variables were dropped to avoid
introducing bias into the results of the study. There were 3819 cases with missing data on
the school ID (FISCH_ID) and 3210 cases with missing data on the treatment variable
(BYS85A), resulting in a total of 7029 cases with missing data on these school ID and
treatment variables.
After dropping the 7029 cases with missing data on the School ID and treatment
variables, the remaining dataset for analysis had 10080 cases. Missing data were then
examined for the outcome variable and covariates. The percentage of cases with missing
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data on each variable was obtained, and the distribution of the percentage of cases with
missing data across all the variables was generated, as shown in Table 4.
For the 203 variables and 10080 cases used in this study, the percentage of
missing data on the variables was, on average, 13.96 percent. About half of the variables
had below 10.57 percent of cases with missing data, and about three-quarters of the
variables had below 15.28 percent of cases with missing data. The highest percentage of
cases with missing data on a variable was 87 percent.
Table 4: The Distribution of the Percentage of cases with Missing Data across
Different Variables
Descriptive Statistics

Percentage of Cases with Missing Data

count

20.00

mean

13.96

std

18.12

min

0.00

1st quartile

4.94

2nd quartile

10.57

3rd quartile

15.28

max

87.54

The missing data were imputed using the multiple imputation by chained equation
approach. Imputation for the treatment and non-treatment groups was done separately.
The miceforest package in Python was used to implement the mice algorithm, with four
iterations. The results of the imputation showed that 182 variables were imputed for the
treatment group and 182 for the non-treatment group as well. The range of each variable
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in the imputed data was compared with the range of the variable in the non-missing data.
For each variable, the ranges were equal, indicating that the imputed values were not out
of range.
The complete imputed dataset was then split into ten datasets based on the
ranking of the covariate. The first dataset consisted of the 20 most important covariates
influencing treatment selection. The second dataset consisted of the 40 most important
covariates influencing treatment selection, etc. The last (10th) dataset consisted of all the
200 covariates. The importance score of the covariates for treatment selection was
obtained through a random forest model. The random forest model was implemented
using the Random Forest Classifier inside the Python package, scikit-learn.
The importance score of the student-level and school-level covariates were
computed separately from two random forest models that incorporated student-level
covariates and the school-level covariates, respectively. The covariates were ranked in
the descending order of importance score, from the most important to the least important
covariate. The analysis of covariate importance shows that the following student-level
covariate (Table 5) and school-level covariates (Table 6) were the most important
covariates that influenced treatment selection.
The five most important student-level covariates included the following: the
number of hours spent per week on homework, student writing ability, teacher-student
relations, Mathematics self-efficacy, English self-efficacy, and how often each student’s
math teacher uses a computer to instruct one-on-one were the most important studentlevel covariates associated with treatment selection.
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Furthermore, the five most important school-level covariates associated with
treatment selection included the following: tutoring/individualized academic program if
fail competency test, retake competency test if failed, take remedial class if fail
competency test, complete test tied to content standards, school type – region by control,
geographic region of school, school’s relationship with the central office, competency
test is district requirement, and competency test is state requirement.
Table 5: Feature Importance Scores of Student-level Covariates
Importance
Score

Covariate
Code

Covariate

11

0.0193

BYHMWRK

Hours per week spent on homework (in and
out of school)

131

0.0186

BYS34B

Hours/week spent on homework out of
school

13

0.0182

BYWRTNGA Student writing ability (teacher-reported)

15

0.0179

BYTSTREL

Teacher-student relations

44

0.0168

BYMATHSE

Mathematics self-efficacy

133

0.0162

BYS35B

Hours/week spent on math homework out
of school

14

0.0158

BYTEAQUA

Student’s perception of teacher-student
relationships in the school.

45

0.0147

BYENGLSE

English self-efficacy scale

130

0.0138

BYS34A

Hours/week spent on homework in school

112

0.0129

BYS31G

How often math teacher uses computer to
instruct one-on-one
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Table 6: Feature Importance Scores of School-level Covariates
Importance
Score

Covariate
Code

Covariates

48

0.0749

BYA37D

Tutoring/individualized academic program
if fail competency test

45

0.0477

BYA37A

Retake competency test if failed

46

0.0476

BYA37B

Take remedial class if fail competency test

47

0.0476

BYA37C

Complete competency test preparation
class if fail

44

0.0432

BYA35

Competency test tied to content standards

4

0.0418

BYREGCTL

School type - region by control

3

0.0372

BYREGION

Geographic region of school

31

0.0330

BYA47B

School’s relationship with central office

42

0.0314

BYA34B

Competency test is district requirement

41

0.0280

BYA34A

Competency test is state requirement

Preliminary Analysis
The preliminary analysis involved the evaluation of covariate balance before the
implementation of propensity scores and the estimation of treatment effects without using
propensity score weights. Treatment effects estimated without propensity score weights
served as the baseline for evaluating covariate balance and the extent to which bias was
removed from the treatment effects after implementing the propensity score methods.
Table 7 shows that the percentage of covariates not balanced for the ten datasets
used in the study ranges from 22.50 percent to 40.00 percent. Generally, datasets with
lower levels of dimensionality had higher percentages of unbalanced covariates than
datasets with higher levels of dimensionality.
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Table 7: Covariate Balance Check before the Implementation of Propensity Score
Methods
Min

1st
Quartile

Median

Mean

3rd
Quartile

Max

Number Percentage
of
of
Dataset
Covariates Covariates
not
not
Balanced Balanced

0.0010

0.0255

0.0681

0.0730

0.1272

0.1955

6

30.00%

1

0.0010

0.0360

0.0769

0.0923

0.1317

0.2807

16

40.00%

2

0.0010

0.0383

0.0810

0.1015

0.1473

0.2807

24

40.00%

3

0.0010

0.0375

0.0842

0.1028

0.1512

0.2807

27

33.75%

4

0.0007

0.0375

0.0861

0.1033

0.1602

0.2807

32

32.00%

5

0.0007

0.0350

0.0861

0.0997

0.1453

0.2807

35

29.17%

6

0.0007

0.0405

0.0861

0.1004

0.1402

0.2807

43

30.71%

7

0.0007

0.0375

0.0842

0.0964

0.1370

0.2807

44

27.50%

8

0.0007

0.0340

0.0836

0.0917

0.1325

0.2807

45

25.00%

9

0.0007

0.0321

0.0778

0.0870

0.1294

0.2807

45

22.50%

10

Table 8 and figure 21 show the treatment effects that were estimated without
propensity score weights. The treatment effects for the ten datasets ranged between -0.31
and 0.06. Nine out of ten (90%) of the treatment effects were negative, meaning that
parental involvement had a negative effect on student achievement. The negative
treatment effects might be due to biased treatment effects resulting from unadjusted
covariate distributions.
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Table 8: Treatment Effects Estimated without Propensity Score Weights
Effect

Standard Error

P-value

Dataset

-0.1057

0.1699

0.5341

1

-0.4846

0.1612

0.0027

2

-0.3792

0.1532

0.0136

3

-0.4201

0.1500

0.0053

4

-0.3649

0.1484

0.0142

5

-0.4876

0.1523

0.0014

6

-0.3328

0.1440

0.0211

7

-0.2830

0.1415

0.0459

8

-0.2100

0.1397

0.1332

9

-0.2000

0.1385

0.1491

10

Figure 21: Treatment Effects and Standard Errors before Propensity Score Weighting
Estimation of Propensity Scores
Multilevel logistic regression with random intercepts and fixed slopes and deep
neural networks were used to estimate propensity scores. The hyperparameters of the
deep neural networks were tuned to get the optimal hyperparameter. The optimal
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hyperparameters were then used to build the deep neural networks for the various
datasets. The optimal hyperparameters are shown in Table 9.
The tuned hyperparameters included alpha (L2 regularization term) and the
number of nodes in the two hidden layers. An adaptive learning rate was used for the
deep neural networks for all the datasets to alleviate the difficulty of defining a
hyperparameter space for the learning rate. The default settings of the Multi-layer
Perceptron Classifier were used for the rest of the hyperparameters. For example, adam
was used as the solver for optimizing weights, and the relu activation function was used
in the hidden layers.
Table 9: Optimal Hyperparameters for Deep Neural Networks

Datasets

Alpha

Number of nodes on
first hidden layer

Number of nodes on
second hidden layer

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

0.005
0.01
0.005
0.0005
0.05
0.0001
0.005
0.001
0.0005
0.005

25
10
15
20
20
10
10
15
20
10

20
10
15
10
10
10
10
20
10
20

The multilevel logistic regression with random intercepts and slopes and the deep
neural networks were used to compute the propensity scores. Kernel density plots were
used to display the distributions of the propensity scores estimated through logistic
regression and deep neural networks, as shown in Figure 22 and Figure 23.
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Figure 22: Distribution of Propensity Scores Estimated with Logistic Regression and
Deep Neural Networks (Datasets: 1-5)
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Figure 23: Distribution of Propensity Scores Estimated with Logistic Regression and
Deep Neural Networks (Datasets: 6-10)
The correlations between propensity scores estimated through logistic regression
and propensity scores estimated through deep neural networks were computed as
illustrated in Table 10. The correlations ranged from 0.59 to 0.90, with lowerdimensional datasets having lower correlations than higher-dimensional datasets.
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Table 10: Correlation among Propensity Scores Estimated with Deep Neural
Networks and Logistic Regression
Dataset

Correlation

1

0.5921

2

0.7208

3

0.7706

4

0.7130

5

0.7200

6

0.8317

7

0.8424

8

0.9028

9

0.8953

10

0.8024

Figure 24: Correlation among Propensity Scores Estimated with Deep Neural
Networks and Logistic Regression
Covariate Balance Check after the Implementation of Propensity Score Methods
Propensity score weights were computed from the estimated propensity scores,
and the propensity score weights were stabilized or reweighted by incorporating the
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survey sampling weights. The distributions of the stabilized propensity score weights
across the datasets are presented in Table 11 and Table 12.
Table 11: Distributions of Stabilized Propensity Score Weights Computed with
Propensity Scores from Logistic Regression
1st
Quartile

Median

Mean

0.9038

1.4528

1.6472

1.7415

Non-treated

0.6793

0.9344

1.0106

Treated

0.754

1.241

Non-treated

0.6904

Treated

Treatment

Min

Treated

3rd
Quartile

Max

Dataset

1.9134

7.9377

1

1.0204

1.1017

1.7858

1.533

1.691

1.934

12.766

0.895

0.9955

1.0446

1.1346

2.7234

0.6914

1.1748

1.4815

1.6549

1.9381

8.8959

Non-treated

0.6976

0.8877

0.9889

1.0505

1.1433

3.8905

Treated

0.6448

1.1432

1.4538

1.6354

1.9087

10.824

Non-treated

0.701

0.8806

0.985

1.0563

1.1542

3.6447

Treated

0.6329

1.1186

1.4262

1.6271

1.9106

9.7067

Non-treated

0.7019

0.8785

0.9852

1.0595

1.152

5.1835

Treated

0.6423

1.1117

1.4303

1.6292

1.9094

8.7586

Non-treated

0.703

0.8759

0.9882

1.0609

1.1519

4.9415

Treated

0.6413

1.1028

1.4201

1.6216

1.9083

8.7138

Non-treated

0.7028

0.8752

0.9834

1.0639

1.1529

5.1797

Treated

0.6304

1.0766

1.4074

1.6126

1.8761

7.9836

Non-treated

0.7061

0.8739

0.9849

1.0695

1.1602

7.1674

Treated

0.6166

1.0564

1.3848

1.5972

1.8691

8.2083

Non-treated

0.7074

0.8722

0.9827

1.0731

1.1608

7.9637

Treated

0.6078

1.0422

1.3576

1.5832

1.8551

8.0791

Non-treated

0.7087

0.8683

0.9813

1.0769

1.1654

8.076
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3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Table 12: Distributions of Stabilized Propensity Score Weights Computed with
Propensity Scores from Deep Neural Networks
Treatment

Min

Treated
Non-treated
Treated
Non-treated
Treated
Non-treated
Treated
Non-treated
Treated
Non-treated
Treated
Non-treated
Treated
Non-treated
Treated
Non-treated
Treated
Non-treated
Treated
Non-treated

0.407
0.4361
0.6283
0.6286
0.6444
0.6139
0.8679
0.7834
0.8715
0.8536
0.533
0.6117
0.5787
0.6401
0.7825
0.7021
0.5902
0.6846
0.616
0.64

1st
Quartile

Median

Mean

0.5554
0.8922
1.1247
0.8948
0.9764
0.8958
2.0869
0.8897
2.8355
0.9009
0.8472
0.8414
0.9398
0.868
1.301
0.9013
1.0233
0.8509
0.9953
0.887

0.6284
1.1139
1.3576
1.0057
1.1555
1.0153
2.9374
0.9607
4.9025
0.9514
1.0525
0.9899
1.1759
1.0004
1.6186
0.9897
1.3621
0.9697
1.1988
1.001

0.6682
1.2159
1.4653
1.0484
1.2444
1.0607
3.5869
1.0073
8.0814
1.0102
1.2117
1.1058
1.3369
1.0903
1.7607
1.0335
1.6463
1.0778
1.2904
1.059

3rd
Quartile
0.7247
1.4442
1.6586
1.1559
1.4043
1.1713
4.2978
1.0732
9.304
1.0436
1.4002
1.2341
1.5511
1.2032
2.0425
1.122
1.9178
1.1783
1.4733
1.162

Max

Dataset

2.7477
14.5042
10.6661
4.8184
4.7051
3.4422
34.3929
2.4604
604.1719
6.9188
8.5493
9.4703
11.1222
5.5855
7.0375
2.6664
11.7804
6.1561
4.939
4.496

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Table 13 and Table 14 show the percentage of covariates not balanced after
implementing propensity score weighting with logistic regression and deep neural
networks, respectively. Covariates with absolute standardized mean differences above 0.1
after being adjusted with stabilized propensity score weights were considered to be
unbalanced. The results showed that all the covariates across all datasets were balanced
after adjusting the distributions of the covariates with propensity weights estimated
through logistic regression.
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Nine out of ten datasets had five or less than five covariates that were not
balanced after adjusting the distributions of the covariates with propensity score weights
from the deep neural networks model. Dataset 5 had nineteen covariates that were not
balanced. An extreme stabilized propensity score weight of 604.17 in dataset 5 might
have contributed to the several unbalanced covariates in dataset 5 (Table 14).
In addition to the propensity score weights, the unbalanced covariates were
incorporated into the outcome model used to estimate treatment effects. However,
propensity scores weights without any covariates were used for datasets where all
covariates were balanced after the implementation of propensity score weighting.
Table 13: Distributions of Standardized Effect Sizes after Balancing the Covariates
with Propensity Score Weights Estimated through Logistic Regression
Min

1st
Quartile

Median

Mean

3rd
Quartile

Max

0.0008

0.0016

0.0049

0.0099

0.0149

0.0434

0

0.00%

1

0.0006

0.0028

0.0050

0.0088

0.0091

0.0531

0

0.00%

2

0.0001

0.0022

0.0058

0.0086

0.0106

0.0578

0

0.00%

3

0.0000

0.0026

0.0062

0.0083

0.0110

0.0607

0

0.00%

4

0.0002

0.0022

0.0055

0.0077

0.0098

0.0616

0

0.00%

5

0.0000

0.0025

0.0051

0.0072

0.0091

0.0630

0

0.00%

6

0.0000

0.0024

0.0059

0.0073

0.0101

0.0644

0

0.00%

7

0.0001

0.0029

0.0059

0.0075

0.0102

0.0631

0

0.00%

8

0.0000

0.0032

0.0062

0.0081

0.0109

0.0652

0

0.00%

9

0.0000

0.0042

0.0076

0.0098

0.0136

0.0653

0

0.00%

10
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Number Percentage
of
of
Dataset
Covariates Covariates
not
not
Balanced Balanced

Table 14: Distributions of Standardized Effect Sizes after Balancing the Covariates
with Propensity Score Weights Estimated through Deep Neural Networks
Min

1st
Quartile

Median

Mean

3rd
Quartile

Max

Number of Percentage
Covariates
of
Dataset
not
Covariates
Balanced
not
Balanced

0.0000

0.0116

0.0215

0.0615

0.0470

0.5339

3

15.00%

1

0.0020

0.0082

0.0206

0.0338

0.0457

0.1784

3

7.50%

2

0.0001

0.0103

0.0285

0.0380

0.0510

0.1864

3

5.00%

3

0.0004

0.0209

0.0487

0.0604

0.0768

0.2831

5

6.25%

4

0.0022

0.0594

0.0933

0.1200

0.1325

0.8747

19

19.00%

5

0.0004

0.0137

0.0260

0.0323

0.0450

0.1041

1

0.83%

6

0.0001

0.0118

0.0211

0.0252

0.0351

0.1271

2

1.43%

7

0.0008

0.0063

0.0147

0.0184

0.0266

0.0704

0

0.00%

8

0.0009

0.0143

0.0312

0.0327

0.0466

0.1156

1

0.56%

9

0.0000

0.0083

0.0185

0.0233

0.0322

0.1118

1

0.50%

10

Estimation of Treatment Effects
Treatment effects estimated with propensity score weights from logistic
regression and deep neural networks are presented in Table 15 and Table 16,
respectively. The treatment effects estimated with propensity score weights from logistic
regression were mostly negative. Only one dataset had a positive treatment effect
(0.0689), and the effects ranged from -0.1463 to 0.0689.
The effects estimated with propensity score weights from logistic regression were
very similar to those estimated before implementing the propensity score weighting
method. Treatment effects estimated with propensity score weights from deep neural
networks were mostly positive and ranged from -0.10535 to 0.166518.
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Table 15: Treatment Effects Estimated with Propensity Score Weights from Logistic
Regression
Effect

Standard Error

P-value

Dataset

0.0689

0.2023

0.7337

1

-0.3110

0.2066

0.1328

2

-0.2249

0.2061

0.2755

3

-0.2407

0.2050

0.2409

4

-0.1637

0.2066

0.4285

5

-0.1683

0.2076

0.4178

6

-0.1847

0.2084

0.3758

7

-0.1781

0.2075

0.3910

8

-0.1660

0.2068

0.4225

9

-0.1463

0.2055

0.4770

10

Figure 25: Treatment Effects and Standard Errors Estimated with Propensity Score
Weights from Logistic Regression
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Table 16: Treatment Effects Estimated with Propensity Score Weights from Deep
Neural Networks
Effect

Standard Error

P-value

Dataset

1.0533

0.04064

0.0000

1

0.8456

0.09879

0.0000

2

0.9906

0.04094

0.0000

3

0.0427

0.17949

0.8120

4

0.3442

0.16940

0.0422

5

1.2303

0.12335

0.0000

6

0.0009

0.00016

0.0000

7

-0.1053

0.24302

0.6648

8

-0.7530

0.11710

0.0000

9

1.6652

0.10222

0.0000

10

Figure 26: Treatment Effects and Standard Errors Estimated with Propensity Score
Weights from Deep Neural Networks
Figure 27 displays the treatment effects estimated without propensity score
weighting and treatment effects estimated with propensity score weights from logistic
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regression and deep neural networks. Hypothesis tests were conducted using simulations
and randomization to compare the treatment effects estimated using propensity score
weights from deep neural networks, treatment effects estimated using propensity score
weights from logistic regression, and the treatment effects estimated without propensity
score methods. Simulations were used because the sample size (n = 10) for the effects
was very small; hence other statistical tests such as t-tests are not appropriate for such a
small sample size (n = 10).
The effects estimated with propensity score weights from logistic regression were
statistically compared with the effects estimated with propensity score weights from deep
neural networks (Figure 28). The statistical comparison showed that, effects estimated
with propensity score weights from deep neural networks (M = 0.53, SD = 0.74) were
significantly higher (p <= 0.05) than the effects estimated with propensity score weights
from logistic regression (M = - 0.17, SD = 0.10).
A statistical comparison of the standard errors of the effects estimated with
propensity score weights from logistic regression and standard errors of the effects
estimated with propensity score weights from deep neural networks revealed no
significant difference (Figure 29).
The treatment effects estimated with propensity score weights from logistic
regression were statistically compared with the treatment effects estimated without
propensity score weights (Figure 30), and non-significant results were found. Similarly,
the treatment effects estimated with propensity score weights from deep neural networks
were statistically compared with the treatment effects without propensity score weights
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(Figure 31). The results showed that effects estimated with propensity score weights from
deep neural networks (M = 0.53, SD = 0.74) were significantly higher (p <= 0.05) than
the effects estimated without propensity score weights (M = -0.33, SD = 0.13).

Figure 27: Comparing Treatment Effects Estimated without Propensity Score
Weights, with Propensity Score Weights from Logistic Regression, and with Propensity
Score Weights from Deep Neural Networks

Figure 28: Simulated Distribution of the Mean Difference between Treatment Effects
Estimated with Propensity Score Weights from Logistic Regression and Deep Neural
Networks (p-value = 0.05)
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Figure 29: Simulated Distribution of the Mean Difference between Standard Errors of
Treatment Effects Estimated with Propensity Score Weights from Logistic Regression
and Deep Neural Networks (p-value=0.08)

Figure 30: Simulated Distribution of the Mean Difference between Treatment Effects
Estimated with Propensity Score Weights from Logistic Regression and Treatment
Effects Estimated with no Propensity Score Weights (p-value = 0.35)
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Figure 31: Simulated Distribution of the Mean Difference between Treatment Effects
Estimated with Propensity Score Weights from Deep Neural Networks and Treatment
Effects Estimated with no Propensity Score Weights (p-value = 0.04)
Note that the vertical bars in Figure 28, Figure 29, Figure 30, and Figure 31
represent the observed mean difference under the simulated distribution of the test
statistics (mean difference). Also, note that the two-sided p-value for each simulation was
computed as the proportion of simulated absolute mean differences greater than or equal
to the absolute observed mean difference.
Conclusion
This study estimated treatment effects through a multilevel maximum likelihood
model, which requires the outcome data to be normally distributed. The distributions of
the outcome data for all participants, participants in the treatment group, and participants
in the non-treatment group followed a normal distribution. The number of participants
analyzed in this study was 10080. About 65 percent of the participants were in the
treatment group, while 35 percent were in the non-treatment group. Preliminary analysis
showed that 22.50 to 40.00 percent of covariates were not balanced for the ten datasets
used in this study. Datasets with lower levels of dimensionality generally had more
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unbalanced covariates than datasets with higher levels of dimensionality. Nine out of ten
treatment effects estimated without propensity score weights were negative.
There seems to be a greater overlap between the distributions of propensity scores
of the treated and non-treated for propensity scores estimated through deep neural
networks compared to propensity scores estimated through logistic regression. The
correlations between the propensity scores estimated through logistic regression and the
propensity scores estimated through deep neural networks range from 0.59 to 0.90, with
greater correlations for datasets with higher levels of dimensionality.
All the covariates across all datasets were balanced after adjusting the
distributions of the covariates with propensity weights estimated through logistic
regression. Nine out of ten datasets had five or less than five covariates that were not
balanced after adjusting the distributions of the covariates with propensity score weights
from the deep neural networks model.
Nine out of ten treatment effects estimated with propensity score weights from
logistic regression were negative; the treatment effects ranged from -0.1463 to 0.0689
and were very close to treatment effects estimated without propensity score weights.
Eight out of ten treatment effects estimated with propensity score weights from deep
neural networks were positive, and the propensity scores ranged from -0.1054 to 0.1665.
The treatment effects estimated with propensity score weights from deep neural
networks (M = 0.53, SD = 0.74) were significantly higher (p <= 0.05) than the effects
estimated with propensity score weights from logistic regression (M = - 0.17, SD = 0.10).
Similarly, the treatment effects estimated with propensity score weights from deep neural
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networks (M = 0.53, SD = 0.74) were significantly higher (p <= 0.05) than the effects
estimated without propensity score weights (M = -0.33, SD = 0.13). There was no
significant difference between the effects estimated with propensity score weights from
logistic regression and treatment effects estimated without propensity score weighting.
The standard errors of the effects estimated with propensity score weights from logistic
regression and deep neural networks were not statistically significantly different.
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Chapter 4: Discussion
This section discusses and interprets important findings of this research study in
relation to the research question and hypotheses. The implications and limitations of this
research are also discussed. Finally, this section provides relevant recommendations for
further study and a summary of the study.
This study involved the estimation of the effect of parental involvement on
student achievement. Parental involvement was the treatment variable, while student
achievement was the outcome. Since the data used for this study was observational data
(that is, data collected without randomized experiments), a propensity score approach
was used to estimate treatment effects.
Propensity score analysis is a two-step data analysis procedure involving the
estimation of propensity scores and treatment effects. The propensity score of a
participant is the conditional probability of receiving the treatment given the covariates.
The purpose of propensity score methods is to reduce or remove bias (selection bias) in
treatment effects, especially in the absence of randomized experiments (Cochran &
Rubin, 1973).
Observational studies that involve the estimation of treatment effects may be
biased by confounders that influence treatment and outcome (Schafer & Kang, 2008).
Confounders are variables that affect the results of a study if not controlled. To establish
causality, there should be no plausible alternative explanation for the effect than
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the cause. Confounders on the causal relationship between the treatment and outcome
must be controlled to measure the unbiased effect of a treatment on an outcome.
Average treatment effects may be biased when observational data is used because
the treatment and non-treatment groups may not be comparable on the covariates,
resulting in selection bias (Pan & Bai, 2015). Propensity score methods are therefore
useful for adjusting the distributions of covariates so that the treatment and non-treatment
groups can be comparable on the covariates.
Though logistic regressions are popularly used for propensity score estimations,
logistic regressions are not without limitations. One of the major limitations of logistic
regression involves the re-specification of the propensity score model when estimated
propensity scores do not achieve covariate balance with high dimensional datasets.
Concerning logistic regression, Keller et al. (2015) stated that,
“The most challenging aspect associated with its use is the need for iterative respecification of the model based on balance checking, which, with many covariates,
is tedious at best and untenable, due either to exhaustion of degrees of freedom or
exhaustion of the analyst, at worst” (p.290).
The specification of an appropriate propensity score model is necessary to obtain
unbiased propensity score estimates. Biased propensity score estimates can lead to biased
treatment effects. With traditional logistic regression, it is difficult to manually find the
interactions for the propensity score model that sufficiently capture the relationship in the
data.
On the other hand, deep neural networks can automatically capture the
interactions in the data without the need for re-specification (Leite, 2017). Keller et al.
(2015) further stated that, “Neural networks are promising for propensity score estimation
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because they algorithmically deal with nonlinearities in the selection surface, making
iterative re-specification unnecessary” (p.290).
The use of deep neural networks for the estimation of propensity scores appears to
have some advantages compared to a simple logistic regression. Deep neural networks
seem to better capture non-linearity and complex relationships in the data compared to a
simple logistic regression. Deep neural networks can be optimized to automatically detect
the optimal interactions and patterns in the data. This eliminates the tedious task of
manually respecifying propensity score models with interactions, especially when
covariate balance is not achieved with high dimensional data.
This study compared propensity scores estimated with logistic regression and
propensity scores estimated with deep neural networks. The study also compared
treatment effects estimated with propensity score weights obtained from logistic
regression and deep neural networks.
Summary of Important Findings
Main Research Question
Do propensity scores estimated using simple logistic regression and propensity
scores estimated using deep neural networks result in similar treatment effect estimates?
The findings of this study revealed a statistically significant difference between
treatment effects estimated with propensity score weights from logistic regression and
treatment effects estimated with propensity score weights from deep neural networks.
These findings show that logistic regression and deep neural networks did not estimate
propensity scores in a similar way.
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This study also explored how treatment effects estimated with propensity score
methods compare with treatment effects estimated without propensity score methods.
This comparison was important for understanding the extent to which the propensity
score methods are removing bias in treatment effects.
The findings of the study showed that treatment effects estimated with propensity
score weights from logistic regression were very similar to treatment effects estimated
without propensity score weighting. On the other hand, treatment effects estimated with
propensity score weights from deep neural networks significantly deviated from
treatment effects estimated without propensity score weighting. Although the “true”
treatment effects are unknown, the propensity score weights obtained through deep neural
networks appear to be more efficient at removing bias in treatment effects than the
propensity score weights obtained through logistic regression.
Almost all the treatment effects estimated without propensity score methods were
negative, indicating that parental involvement had a negative effect on student
achievement. These results imply that students will perform poorly when their parents
become more involved in their education, which seems to be counter-intuitive. Though
some research findings show a positive relationship between parental involvement and
academic achievement while others show a negative relationship (Polani & Wilson,
2014), the research studies were correlational studies that did not control for the effect of
confounders; hence causal inference cannot be established. It is intuitive to expect
parental involvement to have a non-negative effect on student achievement. The
association between parental involvement and student achievement alone is not sufficient
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for establishing causality because other variables are also accounting for the association
between parental involvement and student achievement.
This study found that the most important covariates influencing treatment
selection included the number of hours spent on homework, math and English selfefficacies, student-teacher relationships, tutoring/individualized academic program if fail
competency test, retake competency test if failed, school type, geographic region of
school, and whether competency test is a district or state requirement. The association
among these covariates and the treatment could explain why parental involvement (or the
treatment) seems to have a negative effect on student achievement when the covariates
are not adjusted through propensity score methods.
For example, the parents of students who are struggling in math and reading, as
well as the parents of students who are spending more time on homework, are more likely
to be involved in the education of their children. So, it is reasonable for parental
involvement to have a negative effect on student achievement when covariates associated
with parental involvement and student achievement are not controlled. This is the reason
why propensity score methods are needed, to isolate the effect of the treatment on the
outcome by using propensity score weights to balance the distributions of the covariates.
However, the treatment effects estimated with propensity score weights from
logistic regression were negative and very close to those estimated without propensity
score weighting, indicating that propensity score weights obtained through simple logistic
regression appear not to be efficient in removing bias in the treatment effect estimates.
Treatment effects estimated with propensity score weights from deep neural networks
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were positive and significantly higher than those estimated without propensity score
weighting. It appears the deep neural networks model was more efficient at estimating
propensity scores, resulting in treatment effect estimates that seem to be more reasonable
and significantly different from treatment effects estimated without propensity score
methods.
Estimation of Propensity Scores and Treatment Effects
Sub-Research Questions
The main research question was as follows: Do propensity scores estimated using
simple logistic regression and propensity scores estimated using deep neural networks
result in similar treatment effect estimates? The main research question for this study was
broken down into the following sub-research questions:
a) How does a simple logistic regression perform compared to an optimized deep neural
networks model in estimating propensity scores for balancing the covariate
distributions of treatment and nontreatment groups for datasets with various levels of
dimensionality?
The convergence of a propensity score model, adequate common support between
propensity score distributions of the treated and non-treated, and adequate covariate
balance after implementing propensity score methods measure the degree of success of a
propensity score model (Garrido et al., 2014; Leite, 2017). Convergence was achieved for
both logistic regression and deep neural networks. However, the distributions of the
propensity scores for the treated and untreated were not the same for propensity scores
estimated through logistic regression and deep neural networks.
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The density plots of propensity scores for the treated and untreated across the
datasets indicated that, overall, there was a better overlap between the distributions of
propensity scores generated through deep neural networks. Adequate overlap between the
distribution of propensity scores for the treated and non-treated is used to assess how the
common support assumption is met.
Though there was no pattern observed across the datasets concerning the
distribution of propensity scores estimated through logistic regression and deep neural
networks, the correlation of propensity scores obtained through logistic regression and
deep neural networks generally increased at higher levels of dimensionality. This increase
in correlation at higher levels of dimensionality might be related to the fact that there
were less unbalanced covariates at higher levels of dimensionality before the
implementation of propensity score methods. That means the correlation between
propensity scores estimated through logistic regression and deep neural networks
increased with lower amounts of hidden bias.
Covariate balance was achieved for all the ten datasets when propensity scores
from logistic regression were used. When propensity scores obtained from deep neural
networks were used for covariate balance, five or less than five covariates were not
balanced for nine datasets, and 19 covariates were not balanced for one dataset. Hence,
simple logistic regression outperformed deep neural networks in generating propensity
scores that achieved covariate balance. Interestingly the covariate balance achieved
through simple logistic regression did not translate into treatment effects that were
different from treatment effects estimated without propensity score methods.
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b) How do treatment effects estimated with propensity score weights from logistic
regression compare with treatment effects estimated with propensity score weights
from deep neural networks?
As already mentioned, the treatment effects estimated with propensity score
weights from logistic regression were negative and very close to the treatment effects
estimated without propensity score weighting, while the treatment effects estimated
through deep neural networks were positive and significantly different from the treatment
effects estimated without propensity score weighting. According to these findings, it
seems logistic regression did not significantly remove bias in the treatment effect
estimates. The treatment effects estimated with propensity score weights from deep
neural showed that parental involvement has a significant positive impact on student
achievement, which is more reasonable.
Hypotheses
a) Propensity scores estimated through deep neural networks will achieve a better
covariate balance compared to propensity scores estimated through logistic
regression. The reason for stating this hypothesis is that deep neural networks are
capable of modeling non-linearity and complex relationships in the data (Leite, 2017;
Keller et al., 2015) and could be finetuned to produce an optimal propensity score
model that generates propensity score estimates that are more accurate.
However, this hypothesis was not supported; the findings rather showed that a
slightly better covariate balance was achieved through propensity scores estimated
with logistic regression based on the number of unbalanced covariates after using
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propensity scores to adjust the distributions of the covariates. All the covariates were
balanced with propensity scores from logistic regression for all datasets. Five or less
than five covariates were not balanced across nine datasets when propensity scores
from deep neural networks were used.
The deep neural networks were optimized for each model, and the deep neural
networks for different datasets had different optimal hyperparameter settings.
Specifying the hyperparameter space for deep neural networks is a trial-and-error
process. Therefore, the hyperparameter space specified for each hyperparameter in
the deep neural networks could affect the propensity score estimates and the extent to
which covariate balance is achieved with the propensity scores.
After balancing the covariates with propensity scores from logistic regression, the
maximum values of standardized effect sizes (standardized mean differences) were
much smaller and ranged from 0.0434 to 0.0653. The maximum values of
standardized effect sizes after balancing the covariates with propensity scores from
deep neural networks ranged from 0.1041 to 0.8747 across the datasets. However,
adequate common support was better achieved with propensity scores from deep
neural networks.
b) Treatment effects estimated with propensity score weights from deep neural networks
will differ from treatment effects estimated with propensity score weights from a
simple logistic regression.
This hypothesis was supported as there was a significant difference between the
treatment effects estimated with propensity score weights from deep neural networks
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and the treatment effects estimated with propensity score weights from logistic
regression. Simulation studies already show that deep neural networks are promising
and might be better than a simple logistic regression for propensity score estimation,
especially when the relationship in the data is complex or non-linear.
Setoguchi et al. (2008) stated that when the data relationship is complex, deep
neural networks might result in less unbiased treatment effect estimates than simple
logistic regression. This is because deep neural networks can automatically detect or
specify interactions (Leite, 2017), which is tedious to achieve manually with logistic
regression.
Implications of the Study
This study has both practical and methodological implications, including the
following:
•

Increasing the body of knowledge about causal effects with observational data,
propensity score methods with multilevel data, and propensity score estimation
with deep neural networks.

•

Improving educational policies
Contribution to Literature
The findings of this study will increase the body of knowledge in literature in

different ways. Most previous studies have focused on finding associations among
variables, but an association does not imply causation. Relationships among variables,
especially treatment and outcome variables, could be confounded by a third variable.
Regression analysis helps researchers to isolate the effect of other variables so that the
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relationship between a single variable and the outcome variable can be understood
through the regression coefficient of the variable.
However, isolating the effect of other variables is not enough to establish
causality. Establishing causality requires a reasonable counterfactual. That means the
researcher needs to account for variables related to selection bias. To estimate treatment
effects with little or no bias, the treatment and non-treatment groups should be
comparable. According to Frey (2018), propensity score methods allow researchers to
create treatment and non-treatment groups that are matched or balanced. This study used
a propensity score approach with a rigorous methodology founded on the counterfactual
framework for estimating treatment effects using observational data.
This study significantly contributes to the body of knowledge on causal effects
with observational data, propensity scores with multilevel data, and propensity scores
with deep neural networks. There is little literature on causal effects in a multilevel
setting, and very few studies have used deep neural networks to estimate propensity
scores. This study throws more light on using deep neural networks for propensity score
analysis. It appears propensity scores estimated through an optimized deep neural
networks model might remove more bias in treatment effects compared to propensity
scores estimated through a simple logistic regression.
Improving Academic Policy
This study shows the importance of reducing bias in causal evidence that supports
the adoption of educational policies and interventions, especially when data is collected
without randomized experiments. Concerning practical implications, the results of this
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study are relevant for improving academic policies and student outcomes. Understanding
the effect of parental involvement on student achievement can help educators and
educational stakeholders to create more effective educational strategies that incorporate
parental involvement. Also, this study will provide academic stakeholders with statistical
results for academic policy decision-making.
Limitations of the Study
The limitations of this study are as follows:
•

The ‘true’ treatment effects are not known.

•

There is no clear-cut rule for tuning hyperparameters in deep neural networks.

•

It is challenging to deal with mixed data types, especially categorical
(nominal) data with too many levels.

•

The varying number of unbalanced covariates across datasets before
implementing propensity score methods.

Unknown True Treatment Effects
Just like in many other studies that use real-world data, a major limitation of this
study is that the “true” treatment effects are not known. “True” treatment effects are the
treatment effects with no bias. The lack of knowledge about the “true” treatment effects
makes it difficult to tell whether the propensity score methods used in this study were
overestimating, underestimating, or correctly estimating the treatment effects. However,
the treatment effects estimated with propensity score weights from deep neural networks
are positive and appear to be more reasonable.
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Optimization of Deep Neural Networks
There is no clear-cut rule for selecting the hyperparameter space or range for each
hyperparameter in the deep neural networks. The presence of several hyperparameters
and the fact that some hyperparameters can take an infinite number of values make it
challenging to specify hyperparameter ranges. Also, the optimization of deep neural
networks is computationally intensive.
However, researchers can try different reasonable hyperparameter settings and
choose the hyperparameter values that result in the lowest cross-entropy. Collier & Leite
(2021) state that there is no prior literature that demonstrates how to tune neural networks
to estimate generalized propensity scores. In this present study, the grid search
optimization algorithm in scikit-learn was used to tune the hyperparameters of the deep
neural networks (Multilayer Perceptron Classifier).
Mixed Data Types
Another difficulty faced in this study was that of dealing with mixed data types.
Categorical data in this study were coded into numerical indicator values instead of
dummy values to preserve specific variables and to keep the number of variables in the
datasets manageable. Though scaling the data can increase the runtime of the algorithms
used, the variables in the datasets were not scaled because it is not appropriate to scale
indicator values.
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Variability of the Number of Unbalanced Covariates across Datasets
The varying number of unbalanced covariates across datasets before the
implementation of propensity score methods could affect the consistency of the
propensity score estimates and treatment effect estimates across various datasets.
Recommendations for Further Research
This current study compared the propensity scores estimated through logistic
regression and deep neural networks and whether the treatment effect estimated with
propensity score weights from logistic regression significantly differed from the
treatment effect estimated with propensity score weights from deep neural networks.
The major recommendation for further research is that simulation studies should
be conducted to generate different datasets to understand how traditional logistic
regression compares with optimized deep neural networks in balancing covariates. With
simulation studies, some treatment effects could be used as the “true” treatment effects to
generate the data. Researchers will then be able to understand precisely the extent to
which the treatment effect estimates obtained through logistic regression and deep neural
networks deviate from the “true” treatment effects.
Simulation studies should also consider generating covariates that are all
unbalanced to better understand how well propensity scores generated through logistic
regression and deep neural networks will achieve covariate balance.
Further studies should investigate how treatment effects estimated with propensity
scores from logistic regression and deep neural networks are robust to hidden bias.
Researchers should conduct sensitivity analysis for average treatment effects in future
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studies to understand the amount of hidden bias that would change the significance of the
hypothesis test for treatment effects. Such sensitive analysis will help researchers and
practitioners to know how well a propensity score method reduced selection bias and
whether the treatment effects are reliable (Bai & Clark, 2019).
Summary of the Study
This study involved the estimation of treatment effects with multilevel
observational data. The purpose of this study was to understand how propensity scores
estimated through a simple logistic regression compared with propensity scores estimated
through an optimized deep neural networks model. The study compared treatment effects
estimated with propensity score weights obtained from logistic regression and deep
neural networks.
A propensity score approach was used for this study because this approach is
suitable for estimating treatment effects in the absence of randomized experiments. The
propensity score approach ensures that the ignorable treatment assignment assumption for
the counterfactual framework is satisfied. Rubin’s causal model defines causal effects as
the difference between the average outcomes of individuals observed under the treatment
condition and the average outcomes observed under the control conditions. The
counterfactual approach to causal inference requires certain assumptions to be satisfied,
including the ignorable treatment assignment, adequate common support, and stable unit
of treatment value assumptions.
The ignorable treatment assignment assumption requires treatment assignment to
be independent of the potential outcomes given the covariates. This assumption implies
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that covariates that affect treatment assignment should be controlled; otherwise, the
statistical model will be estimating correlation and not causation. Propensity score
methods are used to ensure that covariate balance is achieved to satisfy the ignorable
treatment assignment assumption of causal inference.
This study was a causal effect study that used a multilevel propensity score
approach consisting of two major steps, including estimating propensity scores and
estimating treatment effects. The propensity scores were estimated through logistic
regression and deep neural networks. Propensity score weights were then computed and
incorporated into the multilevel outcome model to estimate treatment effects. The
findings of this study showed that:
•

Propensity scores estimated through logistic regression achieved a better covariate
balance compared to propensity scores estimated through deep neural networks.

•

Propensity scores estimated through deep neural networks achieve a better
overlap (common support) between the propensity score distributions of the
treated and untreated compared to propensity scores estimated through logistic
regression.

•

Treatment effects estimated with propensity score weights from deep neural
networks were significantly higher than treatment effects estimated with
propensity score weights from logistic regression.

•

Treatment effects estimated with propensity score weights from deep neural
networks were mostly positive, indicating that parental involvement has a positive
effect on student achievement, which is intuitive and reasonable.
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•

Treatment effects estimated with propensity score weights from logistic
regression were mostly negative, indicating that parental involvement has a
negative effect on student achievement, which is counter-intuitive.

•

Treatment effects estimated without propensity score weighting were mostly
negative, indicating that parental involvement has a negative effect on student
achievement. This negative effect could be due to biased treatment effect
estimates since selection bias was not controlled through propensity score
methods.

•

Treatment effects estimated with propensity score weights from logistic
regression were not statistically significantly different from treatment effects
estimated without propensity score weighting.

•

Treatment effects estimated with propensity score weights from deep neural
networks were statistically significantly different from treatment effects estimated
without propensity score weighting.

Conclusion
This study used a propensity score approach to estimate treatment effects in a
multilevel setting. The propensity score approach involved the estimation of propensity
scores for covariate balancing and the estimation of treatment effects. The purpose of
propensity score methods is to remove bias in treatment effect estimates.
This study compared how propensity scores estimated through a simple logistic
regression compared with propensity scores estimated through an optimized deep neural
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networks model. The study also compared treatment effects estimated with propensity
score weights obtained from logistic regression and deep neural networks.
It appears propensity score weights from deep neural networks were more
efficient at reducing bias in treatment effects than propensity score weights from logistic
regression. However, since the ‘true’ treatment effects are unknown, the researcher
cannot make a strong conclusion that deep neural networks are better than logistic
regression for propensity score estimation. A simulation study is needed to support the
findings of this study that deep neural network seems to be doing a better job than logistic
regression at estimating propensity scores that result in less unbiased treatment effect
estimates.
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Appendix A: Student-level Covariates

Variable Description

Code

Data Type

1. Gender of Student

BYSEX

Nominal

2. Student's race/ethnicitycomposite

BYRACE

Nominal

3. Father's highest level of
education-composite

BYFATHED

Discrete

4. Mother’s highest level of
education-composite

BYMOTHED

Discrete

5. Highest reported level of
education among parents’
parents

BYGPARED

Discrete

6. Total family income from all
sources 2001-composite

BYINCOME

Discrete

7. Parent’s English fluency

BYPLANG

Nominal

8. Number of in-home siblings

BYSIBHOM

Discrete

9. Generational Status

BYGNSTAT

Nominal

10. How far in school parents
wants 10th grader to go composite

BYPARASP

Discrete

11. How far in school students
thinks will get - composite

BYSTEXP

Discrete

12. Hours per week spent on
homework (in and out of
school)

BYHMWRK

Continuous

13. Number of grades repeated
(K-10)

BYGRDRPT

Discrete

14. Student writing ability
(teacher-reported)

BYWRTNGA

Continuous

15. Student’s perception of
teacher-student relationships
in the school.

BYTEAQUA

Continuous
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16. Teacher-student relations

BYTSTREL

Continuous

17. Highest degree earned by the
English teacher

BYTEHDEG

Discrete

18. Highest degree earned by
math teacher

BYTMHDEG

Discrete

19. Gets totally absorbed in
mathematics

BYS87A

Discrete

20. Thinks reading is fun

BYS87B

Discrete

21. Thinks math is fun

BYS87C

Discrete

22. Reads in spare time

BYS87D

Discrete

23. Gets totally absorbed in
reading

BYS87E

Discrete

24. Mathematics is important

BYS87F

Discrete

25. Most people can learn to be
good at math

BYS88A

Discrete

26. Have to be born with ability
to be good at math

BYS88B

Discrete

27. Can do excellent job on math
tests

BYS89A

Discrete

28. Can understand difficult
English texts

BYS89C

Discrete

29. Studies to get a good grade

BYS89D

Discrete

30. Can learn something really
hard

BYS89E

Discrete

31. Can understand difficult
English class

BYS89F

Discrete

32. Studies to increase job
opportunities

BYS89H

Discrete

33. Can do excellent job on
English assignments

BYS89I

Discrete

34. Works as hard as possible
when studies

BYS89J

Discrete

35. Can do excellent job on
English tests

BYS89K

Discrete
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36. Can understand difficult math
class

BYS89L

Discrete

37. Can master skills in English
class

BYS89M

Discrete

38. Keeps studying even if
material is difficult

BYS89O

Discrete

39. Studies to ensure financial
security

BYS89P

Discrete

40. Can do excellent job on math
assignments

BYS89R

Discrete

41. Does best to learn what
studies

BYS89S

Discrete

42. Can learn something well if
wants to

BYS89T

Discrete

43. Can master math class skills

BYS89U

Discrete

44. Puts forth best effort when
studying

BYS89V

Discrete

45. Mathematics self-efficacy

BYMATHSE

Continuous

46. English self-efficacy scale

BYENGLSE

Continuous

47. Whether English is student’s
native language-composite

BYSTLANG

Nominal

48. Home literacy resources

BYHOMLIT

Discrete

49. Student held job for pay
during 2001-2002 school year

BYWORKSY

Nominal

50. Students get along well with
teachers

BYS20A

Discrete

51. There is real school spirit

BYS20B

Discrete

52. Students friendly with other
racial groups

BYS20C

Discrete

53. Other students often disrupt
class

BYS20D

Discrete

54. The teaching is good

BYS20E

Discrete
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55. Teachers are interested in
students

BYS20F

Discrete

56. Teachers praise effort

BYS20G

Discrete

57. In class often feels put down
by teachers

BYS20H

Discrete

58. In class often feels put down
by students

BYS20I

Discrete

59. Does not feel safe at this
school

BYS20J

Discrete

60. Disruptions get in way of
learning

BYS20K

Discrete

61. Misbehaving students often
get away with it

BYS20L

Discrete

62. There are gangs in school

BYS20M

Discrete

63. Racial/ethnic groups often
fight

BYS20N

Discrete

64. Everyone knows what school
rules are

BYS21A

Discrete

65. School rules are fair

BYS21B

Discrete

66. Punishment same no matter
who you are

BYS21C

Discrete

67. School rules are strictly
enforced

BYS21D

Discrete

68. Students know punishment
for broken rules

BYS21E

Discrete

69. Had something stolen at
school

BYS22A

Discrete

70. Someone offered drugs at
school

BYS22B

Discrete

71. Someone threatened to hurt
10th grader at school

BYS22C

Discrete

72. Got into a physical fight at
school

BYS22D

Discrete

73. Someone hit 10th grader

BYS22E

Discrete
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74. Someone forced
money/things from 10th
grader

BYS22F

Discrete

75. Someone damaged
belongings

BYS22G

Discrete

76. Someone bullied or picked on
10th grader

BYS22H

Discrete

77. Won an academic honor

BYS23A

Discrete

78. Recognized for good
attendance

BYS23B

Nominal

79. Recognized for good grades

BYS23C

Nominal

80. Received community service
award

BYS23D

Nominal

81. Participated in science/math
fair

BYS23E

Nominal

82. Participated in voc/tech skills
competition

BYS23F

Nominal

83. How many times late for
school

BYS24A

Discrete

84. How many times cut/skip
classes

BYS24B

Discrete

85. How many times absent from
school

BYS24C

Discrete

86. How many times got in
trouble

BYS24D

Discrete

87. How many times put on inschool suspension

BYS24E

Discrete

88. Classes are interesting and
challenging

BYS27A

Discrete

89. Satisfied by doing what
expected in class

BYS27B

Discrete

90. Has nothing better to do than
school

BYS27C

Discrete

91. Education is important to get
a job later

BYS27D

Discrete
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92. School is a place to meet
friends

BYS27E

Discrete

93. Teachers expect success in
school

BYS27H

Discrete

94. Parents expect success in
school

BYS27I

Discrete

95. How much likes school

BYS28

Discrete

96. How often reviews work in
math class

BYS29A

Discrete

97. How often listens to math
teacher lecture

BYS29B

Discrete

98. How often copies math
teacher^s notes from board

BYS29C

Discrete

99. How often uses books besides
math textbooks

BYS29D

Discrete

100. How often does problemsolving in math class

BYS29E

Discrete

101. How often uses
calculators in math class

BYS29F

Discrete

102. How often uses graphing
calculators in math class

BYS29G

Discrete

103. How often uses computers
in math class

BYS29H

Discrete

104. How often explains work
to math class orally

BYS29I

Discrete

105. How often participates in
student math discussions

BYS29J

Discrete

106. Uses computers in math
class

BYS30

Nominal

107. How often uses computers
to review math work

BYS31A

Discrete

108. How often uses computers
to solve math problems

BYS31B

Discrete

109. How often uses computers
for graphing in math class

BYS31C

Discrete
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110. How often uses computers
to practice math drills

BYS31D

Discrete

111. How often uses computers
to analyze data in math class

BYS31E

Discrete

112. How often uses computers
to apply learning in math
class

BYS31F

Discrete

113. How often math teacher
uses computer to instruct oneon-one

BYS31G

Discrete

114. How often math teacher
uses computer to show new
topics

BYS31H

Discrete

115. Used computer in 9th
grade fall English

BYS32AA

Nominal

116. Used computer in 9th
grade spring English

BYS32BA

Nominal

117. Used computer in 9th
grade fall science

BYS32CA

Nominal

118. Used computer in 9th
grade spring science

BYS32DA

Nominal

119. Used computer in 9th
grade fall math

BYS32EA

Nominal

120. Used computer in 9th
grade spring math

BYS32FA

Nominal

121. Used computer in 9th
grade fall social studies

BYS32GA

Nominal

122. Used computer in 9th
grade spring social studies

BYS32HA

Nominal

123. Uses computer in 10th
grade fall English

BYS32AB

Nominal

124. Uses computer in 10th
grade spring English

BYS32BB

Nominal

125. Used computer in 10th
grade fall science

BYS32CB

Nominal
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126. Uses computer in 10th
grade spring science

BYS32DB

Nominal

127. Used computer in 10th
grade fall math

BYS32EB

Nominal

128. Uses computer in 10th
grade spring math

BYS32FB

Nominal

129. Used computer in 10th
grade fall social studies

BYS32GB

Nominal

130. Uses computer in 10th
grade spring social studies

BYS32HB

Nominal

131. Hours/week spent on
homework in school

BYS34A

Discrete

132. Hours/week spent on
homework out of school

BYS34B

Discrete

133. Hours/week spent on math
homework in school

BYS35A

Discrete

134. Hours/week spent on math
homework out of school

BYS35B

Discrete

135. Hours/week spent on
English homework in school

BYS36A

Discrete

136. Hours/week spent on
English homework out of
school

BYS36B

Discrete

137. Importance of good
grades to student

BYS37

Discrete

138. How often goes to class
without pencil/paper

BYS38A

Discrete

139. How often goes to class
without books

BYS38B

Discrete

140. How often goes to class
without homework done

BYS38C

Discrete

141. Use of school library for
assignments

BYS51A

Discrete

142. Use of school library for
in-school projects

BYS51B

Discrete
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143. Use of school library for
homework

BYS51C

Discrete

144. Use of school library for
research papers

BYS51D

Discrete

145. Use of school library for
leisure reading

BYS51E

Discrete

146. Use of school library to
read magazines/newspapers

BYS51F

Discrete

147. Use of school library to
read books for fun

BYS51G

Discrete

148. Use of school library for
interests outside of school

BYS51H

Discrete

149. Use of school library for
Internet access

BYS51I

Discrete

150. How useful are school
library reference materials

BYS52

Discrete
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Appendix B: School-level Covariates

1. Variable Description

Code

Data Type

2. Link to first follow-up school
(only ELS SCH_ID)

F1SCH_ID

Nominal

3. School control

BYSCTRL

Nominal

4. School urbanicity

BYURBAN

Nominal

5. Geographic region of school

BYREGION

Nominal

6. School type - region by control

BYREGCTL

Nominal

7. School type - region by urbanicity

BYREGURB

Nominal

8. Teachers have access to laptop
computer

BYA41K

Nominal

9. Teachers have access to Internet

BYA41L

Nominal

10. Teachers have access to computer
printer

BYA41M

Nominal

11. Teachers use computers as
instructional tools

BYA42A

Nominal

12. Administrative staff use computers
for administrative purposes

BYA42J

Nominal

13. Teachers have access to Internet
professional development
programs

BYA42N

Nominal

14. Teacher training on use of new
software

BYA43A

Nominal

15. Teacher training on use of Internet

BYA43B

Nominal

16. Teacher training on using
computers to teach skills

BYA43C

Nominal

17. Teacher training on integrating
computer into class

BYA43D

Nominal
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18. Teacher training on basic
computer literacy

BYA43E

Nominal

19. Computers in administrative
offices

BYA44A

Nominal

20. Computers in teacher work rooms

BYA44B

Nominal

21. Computers in classrooms

BYA44C

Nominal

22. Computers in the library media
center

BYA44D

Nominal

23. Computers in separate computer
lab

BYA44E

Nominal

24. Principal’s influence on
hiring/firing teachers

BYA46A

Discrete

25. Principal’s influence on grouping
students

BYA46B

Discrete

26. Principal’s influence on course
offerings

BYA46C

Discrete

27. Principal’s influence on
instructional materials

BYA46D

Discrete

28. Principal’s influence on curricular
guidelines

BYA46E

Discrete

29. Principal’s influence on grading
and evaluation

BYA46F

Discrete

30. Principal’s influence on discipline
policies

BYA46G

Discrete

31. Principal’s influence on school
funds

BYA46H

Discrete

32. School’s relationship with school
board

BYA47A

Discrete

33. School’s relationship with central
office

BYA47B

Discrete

34. School’s relationship with
teachers’ association

BYA47C

Discrete

35. Principal evaluated on
standardized test scores

BYA48A

Discrete
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36. Principal evaluated on school
environment

BYA48B

Discrete

37. Principal evaluated on efficient
administration

BYA48C

Discrete

38. Principal evaluated on parent
involvement

BYA48D

Discrete

39. Principal evaluated on relationship
with community

BYA48E

Discrete

40. Principal evaluated on new
programs/reform

BYA48F

Discrete

41. How often tardiness a problem at
school

BYA49A

Discrete

42. How often absenteeism a problem
at school

BYA49B

Discrete

43. Competency test is state
requirement

BYA34A

Nominal

44. Competency test is district
requirement

BYA34B

Nominal

45. Competency test is school
requirement

BYA34C

Nominal

46. Competency test tied to content
standards

BYA35

Nominal

47. Retake competency test if failed

BYA37A

Nominal

48. Take remedial class if fail
competency test

BYA37B

Nominal

49. Complete competency test
preparation class if fail

BYA37C

Nominal

50. Tutoring/individualized academic
program if fail competency test

BYA37D

Nominal

51. Summer school if fail competency
test

BYA37E

Nominal
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Appendix C: Outcome and Treatment Variables
Outcome Variable

Code

Data Type

BYTXCSTD

Continuous

Treatment Variable

Code

Data Type

How often parents check homework”

BYS85A

Nominal

Standardized test composite scoremath/reading
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Appendix D: Student Survey Sampling Weight Variable

Student Survey Sampling Weight Variable

Code

Data Type

Student Weight

BYSTUWT

Continuous

Note:
•

All code starting with “BY” represents Base Year data. Only Base Year data was
used in this study because the outcome was Base Year outcome.

•

Most nominal variables were question items whose answers were “yes” or “no.”

•

Discrete variables had integer values collected mostly through Likert scale
questions whose answers were “strongly agree” = 1, “agree” = 2, “disagree” = 3,
“strongly disagree” = 4. For simplicity, the data type for these variables was
specified as continuous.

•

Variables that were typically labelled as continuous mainly were variables that
were rescaled and had fractional parts.
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Appendix E: Data Preparation (Python Code)
# Import necessary packages
import numpy as np
import pandas as pd
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import seaborn as sns
# Read the variable names
var_file = open("dissertation_variables.txt", "r")
variables = [var.strip() for var in var_file.readlines()]
# Read the variable types
var_type_file = open("variable_type_2.txt", "r")
variable_type = [var_type.strip() for var_type in var_type_file.readlines()]
# Read the covariates and treatment data
data_file = 'els_02_12_byf3pststu_v1_0.csv'
data = pd.read_csv(data_file, usecols=variables)
# Read the covariates and treatment data
data = pd.DataFrame(data, columns=variables)
# Check meta data again
data.info()
# Set school ID to categorical
data["F1SCH_ID"] = data["F1SCH_ID"].astype('category')
# Set variable types
for i in range(0, len(variables)):
var = variables[i]
var_type = var
iable_type[i]
if var_type=='Nominal':
data[var] = data[var].astype("category")
elif var_type=='Discrete':
data[var] = data[var].astype('int32')
else:
data[var] = data[var].astype('float64')
# Replace missing data with np.np
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## Treat negative integers as missing values,
## Treat 97, 98, 99 as missing values
def neg_int_na(value):
if value < 0 and isinstance(value, int):
return np.nan
# BYGRDRPT and BYHMWRK had missing data
## Code 97, 98, 99
if value in [97, 98, 99]:
return np.nan
else:
return value
# Apply the function to set missing data to np.nan
data = data.applymap(lambda x: neg_int_na(x))
# Find number of cases with missing data on school ID and treatment
data[["F1SCH_ID", "BYS85A"]].isnull().sum()
# Drop cases with missing data on the school ID
data = data.dropna(subset=['F1SCH_ID', 'BYS85A'], axis="rows")
# Check missing data on the covariates
missing = pd.DataFrame(100*data.isnull().sum()/len(data))
# Distribution of the percentage of missing data across variables
missing.describe()
# Rename the treatment and outcome (standardized reading and math score)
variables
data = data.rename(columns={"BYTXCSTD": "math_reading_score",
"BYS85A": "treatment"})
data.head()
# Recode treatment variable
# Collapse the treatment values such that:
## 1, 2 ---> 0 (little parental involvement)
## 3, 4 ---> 1 (more parental involvement)
# A treatment variable recoding function
def recode_treatment(value):
if (value==1 or value==2):
return 0
if (value==3 or value==4):
return 1
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# Apply the function to recode treatment
data["treatment"] = data["treatment"].apply(lambda x: recode_treatment(x))
data.head()
# Distribution of composite reading and math score
plt.title("Distribution of Standardized Test Composite Math and Reading
Scores", y=1.1)
plt.xlabel("Composite Math and Reading Scores")
plt.ylabel("Frequency")
sns.histplot(data=data, x="math_reading_score",
color="grey", binwidth=4, edgecolor="black", lw=1);
# Distribution of treatment
counts = data["treatment"].value_counts()
plt.title("Distribution of Treated and Untreated Participants", y=1.1)
plt.xlabel("Treatment")
plt.ylabel("Frequency")
counts.plot(kind="bar", color="grey");
# Inspect unique values for each variable
for var in data.columns[2:]:
print("==================")
print(var)
print(data[var].unique())
# Variables with no missing data
data.columns[data.isnull().sum().values==0]
# Save data to be imputed to a csv file
data.to_csv("data_to_impute.csv", index=False)
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Appendix F: Imputation of Missing Data (Python Code)
import numpy as np
import pandas as pd
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import seaborn as sns
import miceforest as mf
# Read the data
imputation_data = pd.read_csv("data_to_impute.csv")
imputation_data.head()
# Extract the data for individuals in the non-treatment group
imputation_data[imputation_data.treatment==0].head()
# Create kernel for non-treatment group
kernel_group_0 = mf.ImputationKernel(
imputation_data[imputation_data.treatment==0],
datasets=1,
save_all_iterations=True,
random_state=1991
)
# Implement imputation for the non-treatment group
## Run the MICE algorithm for 5 iterations
kernel_group_0.mice(4)
## Check imputation about imputation
print(kernel_group_0)
# Implement imputation for the treatment group
## Create kernel for non-treatment group
kernel_group_1 = mf.ImputationKernel(
imputation_data[imputation_data.treatment==1],
datasets=1,
save_all_iterations=True,
random_state=1991
)
## Run the MICE algorithm for 5 iterations
kernel_group_1.mice(4)
## Check imputation about imputation
print(kernel_group_1)
# Original vs imputed distributions for non-treatment group
plt.figure(figsize=(7, 15))
kernel_group_0.plot_imputed_distributions(wspace=0.3,hspace=0.3)
# Original vs imputed distributions for treatment group
plt.figure(figsize=(7, 15))
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kernel_group_1.plot_imputed_distributions(wspace=0.3,hspace=0.3)
# Extract and combine dataset for each group
complete_dataset_0 = kernel_group_0.complete_data(dataset=0,
inplace=False)
complete_dataset_1= kernel_group_1.complete_data(dataset=0, inplace=False)
complete_dataset = pd.concat([complete_dataset_0, complete_dataset_1],
axis="rows")
# Check whether imputed values are within the range of the original data
sum(imputation_data.min() == complete_dataset.min())
sum(imputation_data.max() == complete_dataset.max())
# Save the complete dataset
complete_dataset.to_csv("complete_dataset.csv", index=False)
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Appendix G: Variable Ranking and Creation of Datasets (Python
Code)
# Import necessary packages
import numpy as np
import pandas as pd
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import scipy
import miceforest as mf
from sklearn import tree
from sklearn.ensemble import RandomForestClassifier
from sklearn.model_selection import (train_test_split, GridSearchCV)
# Read the data
data = pd.read_csv("complete_dataset.csv")
data.head()
# Extract student-level covariates data
## Read the variable names
stu_lev_covariates_file = open("level_1_covariates.txt", "r")
stu_lev_covariates = [var.strip() for var in stu_lev_covariates_file.readlines()]
print("Number of student covariates: ", len(stu_lev_covariates))
## View the first five variables
stu_lev_covariates[0:5]
stu_covariates_data = data[stu_lev_covariates]
stu_covariates_data.head()
# Input and output data for modeling to rank covariates
X = stu_covariates_data.copy()
y = data["treatment"
# Modeling treatment selection with random forest using student-level
covariates as input data
X_train, X_test, y_train, y_test = train_test_split(
X, y, test_size=0.33, random_state=42)
rf = RandomForestClassifier(random_state=1234)
param_grid = {"max_depth":range(1,20)}
grid = GridSearchCV(estimator=rf, param_grid=param_grid, scoring=None,
cv=8)
grid = grid.fit(X_train, y_train)
print("Optimal value of max_depth: ", grid.best_params_)
print("Accuracy on training set: ", grid.score(X_train, y_train))
print("Accuracy on test set: " , grid.score(X_test, y_test))
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model =
RandomForestClassifier(max_depth=grid.best_params_["max_depth"],
random_state=1234)
model.fit(X, y)
model.score(X, y)
# Rank student-level covariates by feature importance
## Feature importance
import_scores = pd.DataFrame(zip(model.feature_importances_,
stu_lev_covariates), columns= ["importance_score", "stu_lev_covariates"])
## Sort student level covariates by importance
sorted_import_scores = import_scores.sort_values(by="importance_score",
axis=0, ascending=False)
sorted_import_scores
stu_lev_covariates_sorted = sorted_import_scores["stu_lev_covariates"].values
# Print the first 20 most important covariates related to treatment selection
stu_lev_covariates_sorted[0:20]
# Extract school-level covariates data
## Read the variable names
sch_lev_covariates_file = open("level_2_covariates.txt", "r")
sch_lev_covariates = [var.strip() for var in sch_lev_covariates_file.readlines()]
print("Number of student covariates: ", len(sch_lev_covariates))
# Drop the school ID variable
sch_covariates_data = data[sch_lev_covariates].drop("F1SCH_ID",
axis="columns")
sch_covariates_data.head()
# Extract input and output data for modeling to rank school-level covariates
X_sc = sch_covariates_data.copy()
y_sc = data["treatment"]
# Modeling treatment selection with random forest using school-level
covariates as input data
X_train_sc, X_test_sc, y_train_sc, y_test_sc = train_test_split(
X_sc, y_sc, test_size=0.33, random_state=42)
rf_sc = RandomForestClassifier(random_state=1234)
param_grid_sc = {"max_depth":range(1,20)}
grid_sc = GridSearchCV(estimator=rf_sc, param_grid=param_grid_sc,
scoring=None, cv=8)
grid_sc = grid_sc.fit(X_train_sc, y_train_sc)
print("Optimal value of max_depth: ", grid_sc.best_params_)
print("Accuracy on training set: ", grid_sc.score(X_train_sc, y_train_sc))
print("Accuracy on test set: ", grid_sc.score(X_test_sc, y_test_sc))
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model_sc =
RandomForestClassifier(max_depth=grid_sc.best_params_["max_depth"],
random_state=1234)
model_sc.fit(X_sc, y_sc)
model_sc.score(X_sc, y_sc)
# Sort school-level covariates by feature importance
## feature importance
import_scores_sch = pd.DataFrame(zip(model_sc.feature_importances_,
sch_lev_covariates), columns= ["importance_score", "sch_lev_covariates"])
## Sort student level covariates by importance
sorted_import_scores_sc =
import_scores_sch.sort_values(by="importance_score", axis=0,
ascending=False)
sorted_import_scores_sc.head(10)
pd.crosstab(data["BYA37D"], data["treatment"], normalize=True)
sorted_stu_variables = sorted_import_scores["stu_lev_covariates"].values
sorted_sch_variables = sorted_import_scores_sc["sch_lev_covariates"].values
# Function for creating variables for various datasets
def split_variables(a, n):
"""
takes a list and spits it into a nested list
where each nested list has n items.
len(a) should be a multiple of n
"""
b = []
a = list(a)
start=0
end=n
for i in range(len(a)):
b.append(a[start:end])
start=end
if a[end-1]==a[-1]:
break
end = start + n
return b
# Split student-level covariates in groups of 15's
stu_var_nested_15 = split_variables(sorted_stu_variables, 15)
# Add school ID to ranked school variables
sch_vars = ["F1SCH_ID"] + list(sorted_sch_variables)
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# Create a nested list of school variables
## Each nested list should have 5 items or variables
sch_var_nested_5 = split_variables(sch_vars, 5)
print(sch_var_nested_5)
# Create variables for each dataset cumulatively
nested_variables = []
cumm_var = []
for i in range(0,10):
stu_var = stu_var_nested_15[i]
sch_var = sch_var_nested_5[i]
cumm_var = cumm_var + stu_var + sch_var
nested_variables.append(cumm_var)
# Create datasets
counter = 1
outcome_var = ["math_reading_score"]
treatment_var = ["treatment"]
for var_set in nested_variables:
dat = data[outcome_var + treatment_var + var_set]
dat_name = ".\\datasets\\" + "dataset_" + f"{counter}" + ".csv"
dat.to_csv(dat_name, index=False)
counter = counter + 1
# Check datasets in the datasets directory
datasets_names = os.listdir('.\\datasets\\')
datasets_names
# Example of a created dataset
dat_1 = pd.read_csv('.\\datasets\\dataset_1.csv')
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Appendix H: Descriptive Statistics of Outcome Variable (Python
Code)
import pandas as pd
import numpy as np
# Read the dataset
data = pd.read_csv("complete_dataset.csv")
# Descriptive statistics of outcome variable
stat = ["count", "mean", "median", "var", "std", "skew", "kurtosis"]
des_stat = data["math_reading_score"].apply(stat)
pd.DataFrame(des_stat)
# Distribution by gender
# 1=male, 2=female
100*data["BYSEX"].value_counts()/len(data)
data["BYSEX"].value_counts()
# Distribution by treatment
100*data["treatment"].value_counts()/len(data)
# Distribution by race
100*data["BYRACE"].value_counts()/len(data)
# Distribution by urbanicity
# 1=Urban, 2=Suburban, 3=Rural
100*data["BYURBAN"].value_counts()/len(data)
# Distribution by school control
#1
Public
#2
Catholic
#3
Other private
# 1=Urban, 2=Suburban, 3=Rural
100*data["BYSCTRL"].value_counts()/len(data)
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# Distribution by school type - region by control
# Category
Label
# ------------------- ------------------------------------#1
Northeast public
#2
Northeast Catholic
#3
Northeast other private
#4
Midwest public
#5
Midwest Catholic
#6
Midwest other private
#7
South public
#8
South Catholic
#9
South other private
# 10
West public
# 11
West Catholic
# 12
West other private
100*data["BYREGCTL"].value_counts()/len(data)
# Distribution by school type - region by control
# Category
Label
# ------------------- ------------------------------------#1
Northeast public
#2
Northeast Catholic
#3
Northeast other private
#4
Midwest public
#5
Midwest Catholic
#6
Midwest other private
#7
South public
#8
South Catholic
#9
South other private
# 10
West public
# 11
West Catholic
# 12
West other private
100*data["BYREGCTL"].value_counts()/len(data)
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# Distribution by school type - region by control
# School type - region by urbanicity
# Category
Label
# ------------------- ------------------------------------#1
Northeast urban
#2
Northeast suburban
#3
Northeast rural
#4
Midwest urban
#5
Midwest suburban
#6
Midwest rural
#7
South urban
#8
South suburban
#9
South rural
# 10
West urban
# 11
West suburban
# 12
West rural
100*data["BYREGURB"].value_counts()/len(data)
# Distribution by GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF SCHOOL
# Category
Label
# ------------------- ------------------------------------#1
Northeast
#2
Midwest
#3
South
#4
West
100*data["BYREGION"].value_counts()/len(data)
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Appendix I: Estimation of Treatment Effects without Propensity
Scores (R Code)
# install.packages('tidyverse')
library('tidyverse', quietly = T)
#install.packages('lme4')
library("lme4", quietly=T)
#install.packages("lmerTest") # to get p-values
library('lmerTest', quietly = T)
# Load 10 datasets
dat.1 <- read.csv("./datasets/dataset_1.csv")
dat.2 <- read.csv("./datasets/dataset_2.csv")
dat.3 <- read.csv("./datasets/dataset_3.csv")
dat.4 <- read.csv("./datasets/dataset_4.csv")
dat.5 <- read.csv("./datasets/dataset_5.csv")
dat.6 <- read.csv("./datasets/dataset_6.csv")
dat.7 <- read.csv("./datasets/dataset_7.csv")
dat.8 <- read.csv("./datasets/dataset_8.csv")
dat.9 <- read.csv("./datasets/dataset_9.csv")
dat.10 <- read.csv("./datasets/dataset_10.csv")
# Estimating treatment effect with dataset 1 only:
## to check if the code is working ok
model <- lmer(math_reading_score ~ . + (treatment|F1SCH_ID),
data=dat.1)
summary(model)$coefficients
# Extract effects and their standard errors
effect = summary(model)$coefficients[2]
std = summary(model)$coefficients[2, 2]
# Make a list of several data frames, extract treatment effects and add to data
frames
effects = rep(x = 0, times = 10)
stds = rep(x = 0, times = 10)
p_values = rep(x = 0, times = 10)
counter = 1
frames <- c('dat.1', 'dat.2', 'dat.3', 'dat.4', 'dat.5',
'dat.6', 'dat.7', 'dat.8', 'dat.9', 'dat.10')
for (i in 1:length(frames)){
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model <- lmer(math_reading_score ~ . + (treatment|F1SCH_ID),
data=get(frames[i]))
effect = summary(model)$coefficients[2]
std = summary(model)$coefficients[2, 2]
p_value = summary(model)$coefficients[2, 5]
effects[counter] = effect
stds[counter] = std
p_values[counter] = p_value
counter = counter + 1
}
# Add a column with numbers to represent datasets
effects_no_weights = data.frame("effect"=effects,
"std_error"=stds,
"p_value"=p_values)
effects_no_weights$dataset = as.factor (seq(1, 10))
# Plot the effects
options(repr.plot.width = 20, repr.plot.height = 8)
ggplot(effects_no_weights, aes(x=dataset, y=effects)) +
geom_errorbar(aes(ymin=effect-std, ymax=effect+std_error), width=.3,
size=1) +
geom_point(y=effects, size=4) +
labs(title="Treatment Effects and Standard Errors before Propensity Score
Weighting",
x="Dataset", y="Effect") +
theme(plot.title = element_text(hjust =0.5),
text = element_text(size=24)
)
# Save the effects and their standard errors/p-values
write.csv(effects_no_weights,
"./effects_random/effects_random_withno_weights.csv",
row.names = FALSE)
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Appendix J: Estimation of Propensity Scores with Logistic Regression
(R Code)
#install.packages('tidyverse')
library('tidyverse', quietly = T)
#install.packages('lme4')
library("lme4", quietly=T)
#install.packages("lmerTest") # to get p-values
library('lmerTest', quietly = T)
# Load 10 datasets
dat.1 <- read.csv("./datasets/dataset_1.csv")
dat.2 <- read.csv("./datasets/dataset_2.csv")
dat.3 <- read.csv("./datasets/dataset_3.csv")
dat.4 <- read.csv("./datasets/dataset_4.csv")
dat.5 <- read.csv("./datasets/dataset_5.csv")
dat.6 <- read.csv("./datasets/dataset_6.csv")
dat.7 <- read.csv("./datasets/dataset_7.csv")
dat.8 <- read.csv("./datasets/dataset_8.csv")
dat.9 <- read.csv("./datasets/dataset_9.csv")
dat.10 <- read.csv("./datasets/dataset_10.csv")
# Create the model with a single dataset to check if the code is working well
model = glmer(treatment ~ . -math_reading_score + (1|F1SCH_ID),
data=dat.1, family = 'binomial', nAGQ=0)
# Extract propensity scores
Ps_logistic fitted(model)
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# Create models and extract propensity scores for all datasets, and save the
propensity scores
# Make a list of several dataframes, extract propensity scores and add to
dataframes
counter = 1
frames <- c('dat.1', 'dat.2', 'dat.3', 'dat.4', 'dat.5',
'dat.6', 'dat.7', 'dat.8', 'dat.9', 'dat.10')
for (i in 1:length(frames)){
model <- glmer(treatment ~ . -math_reading_score + (1|F1SCH_ID),
data=get(frames[i]), family = 'binomial', nAGQ=0)
my.list = lapply(mget(frames[i]), transform, ps_logistic = fitted(model))
# # Save the data
df = data.frame(my.list[[1]])
write.csv(df, paste0("./ps_datasets/", "ps_dataset_", i, ".csv"), row.names =
FALSE)
}
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Appendix K: Estimation of Propensity Scores with Deep Neural
Networks (Python Code)
import numpy as np
import pandas as pd
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from sklearn.neural_network import MLPClassifier
from sklearn.model_selection import GridSearchCV
# Load 10 datasets
dat_1 = pd.read_csv("./ps_datasets/ps_dataset_1.csv")
dat_2 = pd.read_csv("./ps_datasets/ps_dataset_2.csv")
dat_3 = pd.read_csv("./ps_datasets/ps_dataset_3.csv")
dat_4 = pd.read_csv("./ps_datasets/ps_dataset_4.csv")
dat_5 = pd.read_csv("./ps_datasets/ps_dataset_5.csv")
dat_6 = pd.read_csv("./ps_datasets/ps_dataset_6.csv")
dat_7 = pd.read_csv("./ps_datasets/ps_dataset_7.csv")
dat_8 = pd.read_csv("./ps_datasets/ps_dataset_8.csv")
dat_9 = pd.read_csv("./ps_datasets/ps_dataset_9.csv")
dat_10 = pd.read_csv("./ps_datasets/ps_dataset_10.csv")
# Build a deep neural network using a single dataset to ensure the model is
working fine.
# Extract the input and output data
X_1 = dat_1.iloc[:, 2:-1]
y_1 = dat_1["treatment"].astype('category')
# Build the model
clf = MLPClassifier(hidden_layer_sizes=(10, 10), max_iter=1000,
random_state=10)
clf.fit(X_1, y_1)
# Compute propensity scores
probs = clf.predict_proba(X_1)[:, 1]
# Accuracy of model
print(clf.score(X_1, y_1))
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# Build a deep neural networks model for all the datasets
data_list = [dat_1, dat_2, dat_3, dat_4, dat_5, dat_6, dat_7, dat_8, dat_9,
dat_10]
counter = 1
optimal_params = []
for df in data_list:
# Extract the data
X = df.iloc[:, 2:-1]
y = df["treatment"].astype('category')
# Initialize the model
mlp_clf = MLPClassifier(max_iter=1000)
# Specify hyper-parameters
parameter_space = {
'hidden_layer_sizes': [(10, 10), (10, 15), (15, 10), (15, 15), (15, 20), (20, 15),
(20, 20),
(20, 25), (25, 20), (25, 25), (25, 30), (30, 25), (10, 20), (10,
30),
(20, 10), (30, 10)],
'alpha': [0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.0005, 0.005, 0.05],
}
# Do a grid search cross-validation
grid_clf = GridSearchCV(mlp_clf, parameter_space, n_jobs=-1, cv=3)
grid_clf.fit(X, y)
optimal_params.append(grid_clf.best_params_)
# Use best params
clf =
MLPClassifier(hidden_layer_sizes=grid_clf.best_params_['hidden_layer_sizes'
],learning_rate="adaptive",
alpha=grid_clf.best_params_['alpha'],
max_iter=1000, random_state=1000)
clf = clf.fit(X, y)
ps = clf.predict_proba(X)[:, 1]
df["ps_dnn_tuned"] = ps
# Save the tuned propensity scores from deep neural networks
df.to_csv(f"./ps2_tuned_datasets/ps2_tuned_dataset_{counter}.csv",
index=None)
counter = counter + 1
# Extract the optimal hyperparameters
for param in optimal_params:
print(param)
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# Build models with optimal hyperparameters
data_list = [dat_1, dat_2, dat_3, dat_4, dat_5, dat_6, dat_7, dat_8, dat_9,
dat_10]
counter = 1
optimal_params = []
for df in data_list:
# Extract the data
X = df.iloc[:, 2:-1]
y = df["treatment"].astype('category')
# Use best params
clf = MLPClassifier(hidden_layer_sizes=(10, 10),
activation = 'relu',
learning_rate = 'constant',
alpha = 0.05,
max_iter = 1000, random_state = 200)
clf = clf.fit(X, y)
ps = clf.predict_proba(X)[:, 1]
df["ps_dnn"] = ps
# Save propensity scores from deep neural networks
df.to_csv(f"./ps2_datasets/ps2_dataset_{counter}.csv", index=None)
counter = counter + 1
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Appendix L: Adding Sampling Weights to the Datasets (Python Code)
import numpy as np
import pandas as pd
# Load 10 datasets
dat_1 = pd.read_csv("./ps2_datasets/ps2_dataset_1.csv")
dat_2 = pd.read_csv("./ps2_datasets/ps2_dataset_2.csv")
dat_3 = pd.read_csv("./ps2_datasets/ps2_dataset_3.csv")
dat_4 = pd.read_csv("./ps2_datasets/ps2_dataset_4.csv")
dat_5 = pd.read_csv("./ps2_datasets/ps2_dataset_5.csv")
dat_6 = pd.read_csv("./ps2_datasets/ps2_dataset_6.csv")
dat_7 = pd.read_csv("./ps2_datasets/ps2_dataset_7.csv")
dat_8 = pd.read_csv("./ps2_datasets/ps2_dataset_8.csv")
dat_9 = pd.read_csv("./ps2_datasets/ps2_dataset_9.csv")
dat_10 = pd.read_csv("./ps2_datasets/ps2_dataset_10.csv")
weights = pd.read_csv('complete_dataset.csv', usecols=["BYSTUWT"])
# Add weights
counter = 1
data_list = [dat_1, dat_2, dat_3, dat_4, dat_5, dat_6, dat_7, dat_8, dat_9,
dat_10]
counter = 1
for df in data_list:
df["sampling_weight"] = weights
# Attach sampling weights to the data with propensity scores
df.to_csv(f"./ps2_sw_datasets/ps2_sw_dataset_{counter}.csv", index=None)
print(counter)
counter = counter + 1
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Appendix M: Check for Common Support (R Code)
#install.packages('tidyverse')
library('tidyverse', quietly = T)
#install.packages('gridExtra')
library(gridExtra)
# Load the datasets
dat.1 <read.csv("./ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_datasets/ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_dataset_1.csv")
dat.2 <read.csv("./ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_datasets/ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_dataset_2.csv")
dat.3 <read.csv("./ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_datasets/ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_dataset_3.csv")
dat.4 <read.csv("./ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_datasets/ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_dataset_4.csv")
dat.5 <read.csv("./ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_datasets/ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_dataset_5.csv")
dat.6 <read.csv("./ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_datasets/ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_dataset_6.csv")
dat.7 <read.csv("./ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_datasets/ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_dataset_7.csv")
dat.8 <read.csv("./ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_datasets/ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_dataset_8.csv")
dat.9 <read.csv("./ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_datasets/ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_dataset_9.csv")
dat.10 <read.csv("./ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_datasets/ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_dataset_10.csv"
)
dat.1[, 'treatment'] <- as.factor(dat.1[, 'treatment'])
dat.2[, 'treatment'] <- as.factor(dat.2[, 'treatment'])
dat.3[, 'treatment'] <- as.factor(dat.3[, 'treatment'])
dat.4[, 'treatment'] <- as.factor(dat.4[, 'treatment'])
dat.5[, 'treatment'] <- as.factor(dat.5[, 'treatment'])
dat.6[, 'treatment'] <- as.factor(dat.6[, 'treatment'])
dat.7[, 'treatment'] <- as.factor(dat.7[, 'treatment'])
dat.8[, 'treatment'] <- as.factor(dat.8[, 'treatment'])
dat.9[, 'treatment'] <- as.factor(dat.9[, 'treatment'])
dat.10[, 'treatment'] <- as.factor(dat.10[, 'treatment'])
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# Loop through the logistic regression propensity scores and plot them by
treatment
frames <- c('dat.1', 'dat.2', 'dat.3', 'dat.4', 'dat.5',
'dat.6', 'dat.7', 'dat.8', 'dat.9', 'dat.10')
options(repr.plot.width = 10, repr.plot.height = 6)
plots_logistic <- vector('list', 10)
loop.vector <- 1:10
for (i in loop.vector) {
plots_logistic[[i]] <- local({
g <- ggplot(data=get(frames[i]), aes(x=ps_logistic, group=treatment,
fill=treatment)) +
geom_density(adjust=1.5, alpha=.4) +
scale_fill_manual(values=c("#CC79A7", "#56B4E9")) +
labs(x=paste("Propensity score from logistic regression: dataset", i),
y="Density")+
theme(plot.title = element_text(hjust = 0.5),
text = element_text(size=20),
legend.position = c(.1, 0.85))
print(g)
})
}
# Loop through the deep neural networks’ propensity scores and plot them by
treatment
frames <- c('dat.1', 'dat.2', 'dat.3', 'dat.4', 'dat.5',
'dat.6', 'dat.7', 'dat.8', 'dat.9', 'dat.10')
options(repr.plot.width = 10, repr.plot.height = 6)
plots_dnn <- vector('list', 10)
loop.vector <- 1:10
for (i in loop.vector) {
plots_dnn[[i]] <- local({
g <- ggplot(data=get(frames[i]), aes(x=ps_dnn_tuned, group=treatment,
fill=treatment)) +
geom_density(adjust=1.5, alpha=.4) +
scale_fill_manual(values=c("#CC79A7", "#56B4E9")) +
labs(x=paste("Propensity score from deep neural networks: dataset", i),
y="Density")+
theme(plot.title = element_text(hjust = 0.5),
text = element_text(size=20),
legend.position = c(.1, 0.85))
print(g)
})
}
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# Plot distribution of propensity scores from logistic regression and deep
neural networks side-by-side for the first five datasets
options(repr.plot.width = 20, repr.plot.height = 25)
grid.arrange(plots_logistic[[1]], plots_dnn[[1]], plots_logistic[[2]],
plots_dnn[[2]], plots_logistic[[3]], plots_dnn[[3]], plots_logistic[[4]],
plots_dnn[[4]], plots_logistic[[5]], plots_dnn[[5]], ncol=2)
# Plot distribution of propensity scores from logistic regression and deep
neural networks side-by-side for the last five datasets
options(repr.plot.width = 20, repr.plot.height = 25)
grid.arrange(plots_logistic[[6]], plots_dnn[[6]],
plots_logistic[[7]], plots_dnn[[7]],
plots_logistic[[8]], plots_dnn[[8]],
plots_logistic[[9]], plots_dnn[[9]],
plots_logistic[[10]], plots_dnn[[10]],
ncol=2)
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Appendix N: Compute Propensity Score Weights with Propensity
Scores from Logistic Regression and Optimized Deep Neural Networks
(Python Code)
import numpy as np
import pandas as pd
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
# Load 10 datasets
dat_1 = pd.read_csv("./ps2_tuned_datasets/ps2_tuned_dataset_1.csv")
dat_2 = pd.read_csv("./ps2_tuned_datasets/ps2_tuned_dataset_2.csv")
dat_3 = pd.read_csv("./ps2_tuned_datasets/ps2_tuned_dataset_3.csv")
dat_4 = pd.read_csv("./ps2_tuned_datasets/ps2_tuned_dataset_4.csv")
dat_5 = pd.read_csv("./ps2_tuned_datasets/ps2_tuned_dataset_5.csv")
dat_6 = pd.read_csv("./ps2_tuned_datasets/ps2_tuned_dataset_6.csv")
dat_7 = pd.read_csv("./ps2_tuned_datasets/ps2_tuned_dataset_7.csv")
dat_8 = pd.read_csv("./ps2_tuned_datasets/ps2_tuned_dataset_8.csv")
dat_9 = pd.read_csv("./ps2_tuned_datasets/ps2_tuned_dataset_9.csv")
dat_10 = pd.read_csv("./ps2_tuned_datasets/ps2_tuned_dataset_10.csv")
# Dataset with sampling weight
weights = pd.read_csv('complete_dataset.csv', usecols=["BYSTUWT"])
## Add sampling weights to datasets
counter = 1
data_list = [dat_1, dat_2, dat_3, dat_4, dat_5, dat_6, dat_7, dat_8, dat_9,
dat_10]
counter = 1
for df in data_list:
df["sampling_weight"] = weights
# Create a function that computes propensity score weights
## For propensity scores obtained through deep neural networks:
def ps_weight_dnn_tuned(row):
p = row["ps_dnn_tuned"]
if row['treatment'] == 1:
val = 1/p
else:
val = 1/(1-p)
return val
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# Create a function that computes propensity score weights
## For propensity scores obtained through logistic regression:
def ps_weight_logistic(row):
p = row["ps_logistic"]
if row['treatment'] == 1:
val = 1/p
else:
val = 1/(1-p)
return val
# Add propensity weights as columns to the datasets
dfs_with_ps_wts = []
data_list = [dat_1, dat_2, dat_3, dat_4, dat_5,
dat_6, dat_7, dat_8, dat_9, dat_10]
for df in data_list:
df['ps_wt_logistic'] = df.apply(ps_weight_logistic, axis=1)
df['ps_wt_dnn_tuned'] = df.apply(ps_weight_dnn_tuned, axis=1)
dfs_with_ps_wts.append(df)
# Add reweighted propensity weights as columns
counter = 1
for df in dfs_with_ps_wts:
# Logistic propensity weight: normalizer
sw_1 = (df[df["treatment"]==1]["sampling_weight"])
sw_0 = (df[df["treatment"]==0]["sampling_weight"])
ps_1_logistic = (df[df["treatment"]==1]["ps_logistic"])
norm_1_logistic = np.sum(sw_1*ps_1_logistic)/np.sum(sw_1)
ps_0_logistic = (df[df["treatment"]==0]["ps_logistic"])
norm_0_logistic = np.sum(sw_0*ps_0_logistic)/np.sum(sw_0)
# Deep neural networks propensity score weight: normalizer
ps_1_dnn_tuned = (df[df["treatment"]==1]["ps_dnn_tuned"])
norm_1_dnn_tuned = np.sum(sw_1*ps_1_dnn_tuned)/np.sum(sw_1)
ps_0_dnn_tuned = (df[df["treatment"]==0]["ps_dnn_tuned"])
norm_0_dnn_tuned = np.sum(sw_0*ps_0_dnn_tuned)/np.sum(sw_0)
def re_weighted_logistic(row):
p = row["ps_logistic"]
if row['treatment'] == 1:
val = norm_1_logistic*(1/p)
else:
val = norm_0_logistic*(1/(1-p))
return val
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def re_weighted_dnn_tuned(row):
p = row["ps_dnn_tuned"]
if row['treatment'] == 1:
val = norm_1_dnn_tuned*(1/p)
else:
val = norm_0_dnn_tuned*(1/(1-p))
return val
# Reweighted propensity score weights: propensity score weights are
reweighted with sampling weights
df['reweighted_ps_logistic'] = df.apply(re_weighted_logistic, axis=1)
df['reweighted_ps_dnn_tuned'] = df.apply(re_weighted_dnn_tuned, axis=1)
print(counter)
df.to_csv(f"./ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_datasets/ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_dataset_{coun
ter}.csv", index=None)
counter = counter + 1
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Appendix O: Covariate Balance Check (Code in R)
#install.packages('tidyverse')
library('tidyverse', quietly = T)
#install.packages('hrbrthemes')
library('hrbrthemes')
#install.packages('twang')
library('twang')
dat.1 <read.csv("./ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_datasets/ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_dataset_1.csv")
dat.2 <read.csv("./ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_datasets/ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_dataset_2.csv")
dat.3 <read.csv("./ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_datasets/ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_dataset_3.csv")
dat.4 <read.csv("./ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_datasets/ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_dataset_4.csv")
dat.5 <read.csv("./ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_datasets/ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_dataset_5.csv")
dat.6 <read.csv("./ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_datasets/ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_dataset_6.csv")
dat.7 <read.csv("./ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_datasets/ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_dataset_7.csv")
dat.8 <read.csv("./ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_datasets/ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_dataset_8.csv")
dat.9 <read.csv("./ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_datasets/ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_dataset_9.csv")
dat.10 <read.csv("./ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_datasets/ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_dataset_10.csv"
)
dat.1[, 'treatment'] <- as.factor(dat.1[, 'treatment'])
dat.2[, 'treatment'] <- as.factor(dat.2[, 'treatment'])
dat.3[, 'treatment'] <- as.factor(dat.3[, 'treatment'])
dat.4[, 'treatment'] <- as.factor(dat.4[, 'treatment'])
dat.5[, 'treatment'] <- as.factor(dat.5[, 'treatment'])
dat.6[, 'treatment'] <- as.factor(dat.6[, 'treatment'])
dat.7[, 'treatment'] <- as.factor(dat.7[, 'treatment'])
dat.8[, 'treatment'] <- as.factor(dat.8[, 'treatment'])
dat.9[, 'treatment'] <- as.factor(dat.9[, 'treatment'])
dat.10[, 'treatment'] <- as.factor(dat.10[, 'treatment'])
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# Distribution of stabilized propensity scores from logistic regression
with(dat.1, by(reweighted_ps_logistic, treatment, summary))
frames <- c('dat.1', 'dat.2', 'dat.3', 'dat.4', 'dat.5',
'dat.6', 'dat.7', 'dat.8', 'dat.9', 'dat.10')
for (i in 1:length(frames)){
cat(paste("Dataset", i), sep="\n")
print(with(get(frames[i]), by(reweighted_ps_logistic, treatment, summary)))
cat("+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+++++++", sep="\n")
cat(" ", sep="\n")
}
# Distribution of stabilized propensity scores from deep neural networks
frames <- c('dat.1', 'dat.2', 'dat.3', 'dat.4', 'dat.5',
'dat.6', 'dat.7', 'dat.8', 'dat.9', 'dat.10')
for (i in 1:length(frames)){
cat(paste("Dataset", i), sep="\n")
print(with(get(frames[i]), by(reweighted_ps_dnn_tuned, treatment,
summary)))
cat("+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+++++++", sep="\n")
cat(" ", sep="\n")
}
# Extract predictors
data <- dat.1
ncol <- length(data)
remove.col <- c(1, 2 , ncol, ncol-1, ncol-2, ncol-3, ncol-4,
ncol-5, ncol-6)
predictors.vector <- (names(data[, -remove.col]))
predictors.vector
# Create a function that loops over data frames and computes effect sizes and
effect size summaries of effect sizes
eff.sz.summaries <- function(frames, ps.weight){
# frames: a vector of data frame names
# ps.weight: propensity score weight column name
effect.summary.list = list()
n_vars.not.balanced.vec = rep(0, times = 10)
for (i in 1:length(frames)){
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# Create a vector of predictors
data <- get(frames[i])
ncol <- length(data)
# Remove math_reading_score, treatment, and all sampling and
propensity weight columns
remove.col <- c(1, 2 , ncol, ncol-1, ncol-2, ncol-3, ncol-4,
ncol-5, ncol-6)
predictors.vector <- (names(data[, -remove.col]))
# Compute standardized mean differences without propensity score
weights
if (ps.weight==1){
psw.balance <- bal.stat(data=data, var=predictors.vector,
treat.var='treatment', w.all=1,
sampw=1, get.means=T, get.ks=F,
estimand='ATE', multinom=F)
} else {
psw.balance <- bal.stat(data=data, var=predictors.vector,
treat.var='treatment', w.all=get(frames[i])[, ps.weight],
sampw=1, get.means=T, get.ks=F,
estimand='ATE', multinom=F)
}
psw.balance.table <- psw.balance$results
d <- as.matrix(summary(abs(psw.balance.table$std.eff.sz)))
d <- as.numeric(d)
n <- sum(psw.balance.table$std.eff.sz>=0.1)
n_vars.not.balanced.vec[i] <- n
d.n <- append(d, n)
effect.summary.list[[i]] <- d.n

}

}
# Put results in a data frame
df <- as.data.frame(effect.summary.list)
names(df) <- 1:10
df <- as.data.frame(t(df))
names(df) <- c("Min", '1st_Qu', 'Median', 'Mean', '3rd_Qu', "Max",
'vars_not_balanced')
return (df)

# Generate summary of standardized effect sizes without using propensity
score weights
frames <- c('dat.1', 'dat.2', 'dat.3', 'dat.4', 'dat.5', 'dat.6', 'dat.7', 'dat.8', 'dat.9',
'dat.10')
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ps.weight = 1
effect.sz.before.weighting <- eff.sz.summaries(frames, ps.weight)
}
# Generate summary of standardized effect sizes after adjusting the distribution
of the covariates with propensity score weights from logistic regression
frames <- c('dat.1', 'dat.2', 'dat.3', 'dat.4', 'dat.5',
'dat.6', 'dat.7', 'dat.8', 'dat.9', 'dat.10')
ps.weight = 'ps_wt_logistic'
effect.sz.logistic.weights <- eff.sz.summaries(frames, ps.weight)
# Generate summary of standardized effect sizes after adjusting the distribution
of the covariates with propensity score weights from deep neural networks
frames <- c('dat.1', 'dat.2', 'dat.3', 'dat.4', 'dat.5',
'dat.6', 'dat.7', 'dat.8', 'dat.9', 'dat.10')
ps.weight = 'ps_wt_dnn_tuned'
effect.sz.dnn.weights_tuned <- eff.sz.summaries(frames, ps.weight)
effect.sz.dnn.weights_tuned
# Generate summary of standardized effect sizes after adjusting the distribution
of the covariates with stabilized propensity score weights from logistic
regression
frames <- c('dat.1', 'dat.2', 'dat.3', 'dat.4', 'dat.5',
'dat.6', 'dat.7', 'dat.8', 'dat.9', 'dat.10')
ps.weight = 'reweighted_ps_logistic'
effect.sz.stabilized.logistic.weights <- eff.sz.summaries(frames, ps.weight)
effect.sz.stabilized.logistic.weights
# Generate summary of standardized effect sizes after adjusting the distribution
of the covariates with stabilized propensity score weights from deep neural
networks
frames <- c('dat.1', 'dat.2', 'dat.3', 'dat.4', 'dat.5',
'dat.6', 'dat.7', 'dat.8', 'dat.9', 'dat.10')
ps.weight = 'reweighted_ps_dnn_tuned'
effect.sz.stabilized.dnn.weights_tuned <- eff.sz.summaries(frames, ps.weight)
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# Save summaries of standardized effect sizes for the covariates
write.csv(effect.sz.before.weighting ,
"./effect_sizes_tuned/effect_szt_before_weighting.csv",
row.names = FALSE)
write.csv(effect.sz.logistic.weights ,
"./effect_sizes_tuned/effect_szt_logistic_weights.csv",
row.names = FALSE)
write.csv(effect.sz.dnn.weights_tuned,
"./effect_sizes_tuned/effect_szt_dnn_weights_tuned.csv",
row.names = FALSE)
write.csv(effect.sz.stabilized.logistic.weights,
"./effect_sizes_tuned/effect_szt_stabilized_logistic_weights.csv",
row.names = FALSE)
write.csv(effect.sz.stabilized.dnn.weights_tuned,
"./effect_sizes_tuned/effect_szt_stabilized_dnn_weights_tuned.csv",
row.names = FALSE)
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Appendix P: Estimation of Treatment Effects with Propensity Score
Weights Using a Random Intercepts and Random Slopes Multilevel Model
(R Code)
#install.packages('tidyverse')
require('tidyverse', quietly = T)
#install.packages('lme4')
library("lme4", quietly=T)
#install.packages("lmerTest") # to get p-values
library('lmerTest', quietly = T)
#install.packages('twang')
library('twang')
# Load the datasets
dat.1 <read.csv("./ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_datasets/ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_dataset_1.csv")
dat.2 <read.csv("./ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_datasets/ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_dataset_2.csv")
dat.3 <read.csv("./ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_datasets/ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_dataset_3.csv")
dat.4 <read.csv("./ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_datasets/ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_dataset_4.csv")
dat.5 <read.csv("./ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_datasets/ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_dataset_5.csv")
dat.6 <read.csv("./ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_datasets/ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_dataset_6.csv")
dat.7 <read.csv("./ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_datasets/ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_dataset_7.csv")
dat.8 <read.csv("./ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_datasets/ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_dataset_8.csv")
dat.9 <read.csv("./ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_datasets/ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_dataset_9.csv")
dat.10 <read.csv("./ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_datasets/ps2_pswt_sw_tuned_dataset_10.csv"
)
dat.1[, 'treatment'] <- as.factor(dat.1[, 'treatment'])
dat.2[, 'treatment'] <- as.factor(dat.2[, 'treatment'])
dat.3[, 'treatment'] <- as.factor(dat.3[, 'treatment'])
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dat.4[, 'treatment'] <- as.factor(dat.4[, 'treatment'])
dat.5[, 'treatment'] <- as.factor(dat.5[, 'treatment'])
dat.6[, 'treatment'] <- as.factor(dat.6[, 'treatment'])
dat.7[, 'treatment'] <- as.factor(dat.7[, 'treatment'])
dat.8[, 'treatment'] <- as.factor(dat.8[, 'treatment'])
dat.9[, 'treatment'] <- as.factor(dat.9[, 'treatment'])
dat.10[, 'treatment'] <- as.factor(dat.10[, 'treatment'])
# Test the estimation of treatment effect with a single dataset
model <- lmer(math_reading_score ~ treatment + (1|F1SCH_ID), data=dat.1,
weights = reweighted_ps_logistic)
summary(model)$coefficients
# Test the estimation of treatment effect with a single dataset: random
intercepts random slopes
model <- lmer(math_reading_score ~ treatment + (treatment|F1SCH_ID),
data=dat.1,
weights = reweighted_ps_logistic)
summary(model)$coefficients
# Estimate treatment effects using stabilized propensity score weights from
logistic regression
# Initialize effects, standard errors, and p-values
effects = rep(x = 0, times = 10)
stds = rep(x = 0, times = 10)
p_values = rep(x = 0, times = 10)
counter = 1
# Make a list of data frames,
frames <- c('dat.1', 'dat.2', 'dat.3', 'dat.4', 'dat.5',
'dat.6', 'dat.7', 'dat.8', 'dat.9', 'dat.10')
# Run outcome model and extract effects, standard errors, and p-values,
## Weights used are stabilized propensity score weights from logistic
regression
## Note that all variables were balanced so we will not use additional variables
for (i in 1:length(frames)){
model <- lmer(math_reading_score ~ treatment + (treatment|F1SCH_ID),
data=get(frames[i]), weights=reweighted_ps_logistic)
effect = summary(model)$coefficients[2]
std = summary(model)$coefficients[2, 2]
p_value = summary(model)$coefficients[2, 5]
effects[counter] = effect
stds[counter] = std
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}

p_values[counter] = p_value
counter = counter + 1

# Put effects, standard errors, and p-values in a data frame
effects_with_weights_logistic= data.frame("effect"=effects,
"std_error"=stds,
"p_value"=p_values)
# Add a column with numbers to represent datasets
effects_with_weights_logistic$dataset = as.factor (seq(1, 10))
# Visualize effects and standard errors
options(repr.plot.width = 20, repr.plot.height = 8)
ggplot(effects_with_weights_logistic, aes(x=dataset, y=effect)) +
geom_errorbar(aes(ymin=effect-std_error, ymax=effect+std_error),
width=.3, size=1) +
geom_point(aes(y=effect), size=4) +
labs(title="Treatment Effects and Standard Errors Estimated with
Stabilized Propensity Score Weights from Logistic Regression",
x="Dataset", y="Effect") +
theme(plot.title = element_text(hjust = 0.5),
text = element_text(size=24)
)
# Estimate treatment effects using stabilized propensity weights from deep
neural networks
## Initialize effects, standard errors, and p-values
effects = rep(x = 0, times = 10)
stds = rep(x = 0, times = 10)
p_values = rep(x = 0, times = 10)
counter = 1
# Make a list of data frames,
frames <- c('dat.1', 'dat.2', 'dat.3', 'dat.4', 'dat.5',
'dat.6', 'dat.7', 'dat.8', 'dat.9', 'dat.10')
# Run outcome model and extract effects, standard errors, and p-values
## Weights used are stabilized propensity weights from deep neural networks
for (i in 1:length(frames)){
# Extract the variables that are not balanced
data <- get(frames[i])
ncol <- length(data)
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remove.col <- c(1, 2 , ncol, ncol-1, ncol-2, ncol-3, ncol-4,
ncol-5, ncol-6)
predictors.vector <- (names(data[, -remove.col]))
psw.balance <- bal.stat(data=data, var=predictors.vector,
treat.var='treatment', w.all=get(frames[i])[,
"reweighted_ps_dnn_tuned"],
sampw=1, get.means=T, get.ks=F,
estimand='ATE', multinom=F)
psw.balance.table <- psw.balance$results
d <- as.data.frame(psw.balance.table)
d <- t(d)[5,]
d <- data.frame("std_error"=d)
var.not.balanced <- row.names(d)[which(d[,'std_error']>0.1)]
# Extract data for the variables that are not balanced
# Then include the treatment and stabilized propensity score weight from
deep neural networks.
treat_weight <- c("math_reading_score", "treatment",
"reweighted_ps_dnn_tuned", "F1SCH_ID")
variables <- c(var.not.balanced, treat_weight )
data <- data[,variables]

}

# Estimate treatment effects
model <- lmer(math_reading_score ~ . + (treatment|F1SCH_ID),
data=data, weights=reweighted_ps_dnn_tuned)
effect = summary(model)$coefficients[2]
std = summary(model)$coefficients[2, 2]
p_value = summary(model)$coefficients[2, 5]
effects[counter] = effect
stds[counter] = std
p_values[counter] = p_value
counter = counter + 1
print(counter)

# Put effects, standard errors, and p-values in a data frame
effects_with_weights_dnn_tuned <- data.frame("effect"=effects,
"std_error"=stds,
"p_value"=p_values)
# Add a column with numbers as values representing datasets
effects_with_weights_dnn_tuned$dataset <- as.factor (seq(1, 10))
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# Visualize effects and standard errors
options(repr.plot.width = 20, repr.plot.height = 8)
ggplot(effects_with_weights_dnn_tuned, aes(x=dataset, y=effects)) +
geom_errorbar(aes(ymin=effect-std_error, ymax=effect+std_error), width=.3,
size=1) +
geom_point(y=effects, size=4) +
labs(title="Treatment Effects and Standard Errors Estimated with Stabilized
Propensity Score Weights from Deep Neural Networks",
x="Dataset", y="Effect") +
theme(plot.title = element_text(hjust = 0.5),
text = element_text(size=24)
)
# Save the effects/standard errors estimated with the weights
write.csv(effects_with_weights_logistic,
"./effects_random/effects_random_with_weights_logistic.csv",
row.names = FALSE)
write.csv(effects_with_weights_dnn_tuned,
"./effects_random/effects_random_with_weights_dnn_tuned.csv",
row.names = FALSE)
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Appendix Q: Visualize Treatment Effects Across Datasets (R Code)
#install.packages('tidyverse')
library('tidyverse', quietly = T)
require(gridExtra)
# Load the dataset
no.wt.data<read.csv("./effects_random/effects_random_withno_weights.csv")
logistic.data <read.csv("./effects_random/effects_random_with_weights_logistic.csv")
dnn.data <read.csv("./effects_random/effects_random_with_weights_dnn_tuned.csv")
options(repr.plot.width = 20, repr.plot.height = 8)
colors <- c("Used No PS Weights" = "#CC79A7",
"Used PS Weights from Logistic Regression" = "#0072B2",
"Used PS Weights from Deep Neural Networks" = "#009E73")
# ggplot base
ggplot() +
# Add treatment effects without weighting
geom_line(data = no.wt.data, aes(x=dataset, y=effect,
color="Used No PS Weights"), size=3) +
geom_point(data = no.wt.data, aes(x=dataset, y=effect), size=4) +
# Add treatment effects computed with weights from logistic regression
geom_line(data = logistic.data, aes(x=dataset, y=effect,
color="Used PS Weights from Logistic Regression"),size=3) +
geom_point(data = logistic.data, aes(x=dataset, y=effect), size=3) +
# Add treatment effects computed with weights from deep neural networks
geom_line(data = dnn.data, aes(x=dataset, y=effect,
color="Used PS Weights from Deep Neural Networks" ), size=3) +
geom_point(data = dnn.data, aes(x=dataset, y=effect), size=3) +
scale_x_continuous(breaks=1:10) +
labs(x="Dataset", y="Effect", color="Effect") +
theme(plot.title = element_text(hjust = 0.5),
text = element_text(size=24)) +
ylim(-4, 4) +
scale_color_manual(values = colors)
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Appendix R: Correlation Between Propensity Scores from Logistic
Regression and Deep Neural Networks (Python Code)
import pandas as pd
import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
# Load the datasets
dat_1 = pd.read_csv("./ps2_pswt_sw_datasets/ps2_pswt_sw_dataset_1.csv")
dat_2 = pd.read_csv("./ps2_pswt_sw_datasets/ps2_pswt_sw_dataset_2.csv")
dat_3 = pd.read_csv("./ps2_pswt_sw_datasets/ps2_pswt_sw_dataset_3.csv")
dat_4 = pd.read_csv("./ps2_pswt_sw_datasets/ps2_pswt_sw_dataset_4.csv")
dat_5 = pd.read_csv("./ps2_pswt_sw_datasets/ps2_pswt_sw_dataset_5.csv")
dat_6 = pd.read_csv("./ps2_pswt_sw_datasets/ps2_pswt_sw_dataset_6.csv")
dat_7 = pd.read_csv("./ps2_pswt_sw_datasets/ps2_pswt_sw_dataset_7.csv")
dat_8 = pd.read_csv("./ps2_pswt_sw_datasets/ps2_pswt_sw_dataset_8.csv")
dat_9 = pd.read_csv("./ps2_pswt_sw_datasets/ps2_pswt_sw_dataset_9.csv")
dat_10 = pd.read_csv("./ps2_pswt_sw_datasets/ps2_pswt_sw_dataset_10.csv")
data_list = [dat_1, dat_2, dat_3, dat_4, dat_5,
dat_6, dat_7, dat_8, dat_9, dat_10]
correlation_list = []
for df in data_list:
corr = np.corrcoef(df["ps_dnn_tuned"] ,
df["ps_logistic"])[0,1]
correlation_list.append(corr)
correlation_list
# Store correlations in a data frame
d = {"dataset":range(1, 11), "correlations":correlation_list}
df_corr = pd.DataFrame(d)
df_corr.round(4)
# Visualize the correlations
plt.figure(figsize=(15, 7))
plt.scatter(range(10), correlation_list, s=100, c="grey")
plt.plot(correlation_list)
plt.xlabel("Dataset", fontsize=20)
plt.ylabel("Correlation", fontsize=20)
plt.show()
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Appendix S: Statistical comparison of Treatment Effects and
Comparison of Standard Errors Using Simulations (Python Code)
import pandas as pd
import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
# Load the effects
effects_dnn =
pd.read_csv("./effects/effects_with_weights_dnn_tuned.csv")["effect"]
effects_logistic=
pd.read_csv("./effects/effects_with_weights_logistic.csv")["effect"]
effects_withno_weights =
pd.read_csv("./effects/effects_withno_weights.csv")["effect"]
# Load the standard errors
standard_errors_dnn =
pd.read_csv("./effects/effects_with_weights_dnn_tuned.csv")["std_error"]
standard_errors_logistic =
pd.read_csv("./effects/effects_with_weights_logistic.csv")["std_error"]
standard_error_withno_weights =
pd.read_csv("./effects/effects_withno_weights.csv")["std_error"]
# Visualize effects estimated without propensity score weights
datasets = range(10)
plt.figure(figsize=(15, 8))
plt.ylim(-1, 1.5)
plt.xlabel("Dataset", fontsize=20)
plt.ylabel("Effect", fontsize=20)
plt.errorbar(datasets, effects_withno_weights,
standard_error_withno_weights,
linestyle='None', marker='o',
lw=3, markersize=15, color="grey")
plt.show()
# Visualize effects estimated with propensity score weights from logistic
regression
datasets = range(10)
plt.figure(figsize=(15, 8))
plt.ylim(-1, 2)
plt.xlabel("Dataset", fontsize=20)
plt.ylabel("Effect", fontsize=20)
plt.errorbar(datasets, effects_logistic,
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standard_errors_logistic,
linestyle='None', marker='o',
lw=3, markersize=15, color="grey")
plt.show()
# Visualize effects estimated with propensity score weights from deep neural
networks
datasets = range(1, 11)
plt.figure(figsize=(15, 8))
plt.ylim(-1, 2)
plt.xlabel("Dataset", fontsize=20)
plt.ylabel("Effect", fontsize=20)
plt.errorbar(datasets, effects_dnn,
standard_errors_dnn,
linestyle='None', marker='o',
lw=3, markersize=10, color="grey")
plt.show()
# All effects in a single plot
datasets = range(1, 11)\
plt.figure(figsize=(18, 8))
plt.ylim(-1, 2)
plt.xlabel("Dataset", fontsize=20)
plt.ylabel("Effect", fontsize=20)
# Plot the effects
plt.plot(effects_withno_weights, lw=3)
plt.plot(effects_logistic, lw=3)
plt.plot(effects_dnn, lw=3)
# Plot the zero line
plt.plot(np.repeat(0, 10), color="white", linestyle="dashed", lw=3)
plots =["Effects Estimated with No Weights",
"Effects Estimated with Logistic Weights",
"Effects Estimated with DNN Weights",
"The Zero Line"]
plt.legend(plots, fontsize=18)
plt.scatter(range(10), effects_withno_weights, s=100, c="grey")
plt.scatter(range(10), effects_logistic, s=100, c="grey")
plt.scatter(range(10), effects_dnn, s=100, c="grey")
plt.show()
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# Means of effects
print(np.mean(effects_withno_weights))
print(np.mean(effects_logistic))
print(np.mean(effects_dnn))
# Standard deviations of effects
print(np.std(effects_withno_weights))
print(np.std(effects_logistic))
print(np.std(effects_dnn))
# Simulation: testing the difference between the effects estimated with
propensity score weights from logistic regression and deep neural networks
population = list(effects_logistic) + list(effects_dnn)
print(population)
# Simulation
population = list(effects_logistic) + list(effects_dnn)
np.random.seed(1000)
simulated_mean_diff = []
n_logistic = len(effects_logistic)
n_dnn = len(effects_dnn)
for i in range(100000):
sample = np.random.choice(population, size=n_logistic)
mean_1 = np.mean(sample)
mean_2 = (np.sum(population) - np.sum(sample))/n_dnn
mean_diff = mean_1 - mean_2
simulated_mean_diff.append(mean_diff)
# Visualization
observed_mean_diff = np.mean(effects_logistic) - np.mean(effects_dnn)
plt.figure(figsize=(18, 8))
plt.xlabel("Effect Difference", fontsize=20)
plt.ylabel("Frequency", fontsize=20)
plt.hist(simulated_mean_diff, bins=30, color="grey")
plt.vlines(x=observed_mean_diff, ymin=0, ymax=10000,
lw=5, color="skyblue")
plt.show()
# p-value
p_value = np.mean(np.abs(simulated_mean_diff) >=
np.abs(observed_mean_diff))
p_value = round(p_value,2)
print(p_value)
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# A simulation to test the difference in standard errors of effects estimated with
propensity score weights from logistic regression and deep neural networks
# Simulation
population = list(standard_errors_logistic) + list(standard_errors_dnn)
np.random.seed(100)
simulated_mean_diff = []
n_logistic = len(standard_errors_logistic)
n_dnn = len(standard_errors_dnn)
for i in range(100000):
sample = np.random.choice(population, size=n_logistic)
mean_1 = np.mean(sample)
mean_2 = (np.sum(population) - np.sum(sample))/n_dnn
mean_diff = mean_1 - mean_2
simulated_mean_diff.append(mean_diff)
# Visualization
observed_mean_diff = np.mean(standard_errors_logistic) np.mean(standard_errors_dnn)
plt.figure(figsize=(18, 8))
plt.xlabel("Effect Difference", fontsize=20)
plt.ylabel("Frequency", fontsize=20)
plt.hist(simulated_mean_diff, bins=30, color="grey")
plt.vlines(x=observed_mean_diff, ymin=0, ymax=10000,
lw=5, color="skyblue")
plt.show()
# Compute the p-value
p_value = np.mean(np.abs(simulated_mean_diff) >=
np.abs(observed_mean_diff))
p_value = round(p_value, 2)
print("P-value", p_value)
# Simulation: testing the difference between the effects estimated with
propensity score weights from logistic regression and effects estimated with no
propensity score weights
# Simulation
population = list(effects_logistic) + list(effects_withno_weights)
np.random.seed(1000)
simulated_mean_diff = []
n_logistic = len(effects_logistic)
n_noweight = len(effects_withno_weights)
for i in range(100000):
sample = np.random.choice(population, size=n_logistic)
mean_1 = np.mean(sample)
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mean_2 = (np.sum(population) - np.sum(sample))/n_noweight
mean_diff = mean_1 - mean_2
simulated_mean_diff.append(mean_diff)
# Visualization
observed_mean_diff = np.mean(effects_logistic) np.mean(effects_withno_weights)
plt.figure(figsize=(18, 8))
plt.xlabel("Effect Difference", fontsize=20)
plt.ylabel("Frequency", fontsize=20)
plt.hist(simulated_mean_diff, bins=30, color="grey")
plt.vlines(x=observed_mean_diff, ymin=0, ymax=10000,
lw=5, color="skyblue")
plt.show()
# p-value
p_value = np.mean(np.abs(simulated_mean_diff) >=
np.abs(observed_mean_diff))
p_value = round(p_value,2)
print(p_value)
# Simulation: testing the difference between the effects estimated with
propensity score weights from deep neural networks and effects estimated with
no propensity score weights
# Simulation
population = list(effects_dnn) + list(effects_withno_weights)
np.random.seed(1000)
simulated_mean_diff = []
n_dnn = len(effects_dnn)
n_noweight = len(effects_withno_weights)
for i in range(100000):
sample = np.random.choice(population, size=n_dnn)
mean_1 = np.mean(sample)
mean_2 = (np.sum(population) - np.sum(sample))/n_noweight
mean_diff = mean_1 - mean_2
simulated_mean_diff.append(mean_diff)
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# Visualization
observed_mean_diff = np.mean(effects_dnn) np.mean(effects_withno_weights)
plt.figure(figsize=(18, 8))
plt.xlabel("Effect Difference", fontsize=20)
plt.ylabel("Frequency", fontsize=20)
plt.hist(simulated_mean_diff, bins=30, color="grey")
plt.vlines(x=observed_mean_diff, ymin=0, ymax=10000,
lw=5, color="skyblue")
plt.show()
# p-value
p_value = np.mean(np.abs(simulated_mean_diff) >=
np.abs(observed_mean_diff))
p_value = round(p_value,2)
print(p_value)
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